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Financial management in higher edu-
cation is a continually changing and
ever-more sophisticated art, which
must be adaptable to new economic
conditions and new problems. This
booklet addresses the problem of
'capital depletion of the factities, re-
search laboratories, instrumentation
and instructional equipment of our
colleges and universities. While the
solutions vary, all call for new and
creative partnershis between the state,
the institutions,. and private ca I

sources. The message is that solu-
tionswhether "pay-as-you-go" ,or
long-term bonding may be no longer
feasible or applicable to today's
problems.

Alternative financing and more sophis-
ticated cash management encompass
sornelithes confusing but exciting
opportunities. Our authors, who walk
you through a lexicon of new Ian-
lilua9e, provide a thorough briefing on
ft implications of cu4rent federal tax
structures for college and university.
financing, and describe the oppor-
tunities for partnerships with the
private sector.

At the same time, the authors highlight
the importance of close collaboration
between state entities and institutions.
Nem financial instruments and collabo-

-4
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.native atrangements provide great
opportunities to improve the quality of
higher education; but imprudent deci-
skins could also do great harm to the
aecktifity of the enterpiise. The in-
volvement of the statethrough state-
wide coon:rotating and governing
boardsis essential to gain state sup-
port forthesa initiatives and to Milt-
tain public confidence.

Creative Finandag grew out of con-
cerns of a group of state higher educa-
tion executive officers who brought
the issue before SHEEO at its 1984
annual meeting In St. Paul, Minnesota.
Special ilianks go to Gordon Davies,
Director of the State Council of Higher
Education in Virginia and 1983-84
president of SHEEO, for his genesii of
this booklet.

With these concerns in mind, we are
pleased to offer this discussion of
alternative funding strategies for capi-
tal renewal. We welcome your com-
ments and will do our best to update
you on is in other states
as we learn of them.

James R. Mingle
Executive Secretary
State Higher Education Executive.

Officers
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Changes in financing practices have
matched the dramatic changes that
have taken place in the role and scope
of higher education. This chapter
focuses on the historical development
of the use of debt financing in colleges
and universities and discusses specifi-
cally the various dimensions of debt-
financing and the manner in which .

they have been affected by relevant
historical events, The dimensions of
university debt financing, which pro-
vide the framework for this discussion,
are fisted in Table 1 (from Libby,
1984).

In the firsts section, changes in institu-
tion-related dimensions including the
amount and use of proceeds and
timing and legal constraints are exam-
ined against the background of corres-
ponding changes in debt-market
.conditions. In most cases, university
debt obligations are issued in the tax-
exempt debt market, which is domi-
nated by municipal issuances. Thus,
many of the relevant market conditions

.
discussed, inclUding interest rates and
standard practices and regulations,
relate to this larger market. The second
section addresses evolutionary patterns
in the form of debt issues. These varia-
bles include the type of instrument
and legal collateral, method of place-
ment, types of independent assurances
provided, and the actors involved in
the process. Finally, changes in impor-
tant indenture provisions including
term to maturity, call provisions, and
financial and operating restrictions
are discussed.

1111141L
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The early 1800s marked the real begin-
ning of municipal bond indebtedness
in the United.States (Moak, 1970).



Tcdok 1. Dimensions of Univorshr Min Financing

Dinumsiens
Institutian-oriented

Amount of debt issued

Use of Proceeds

liming cohstraints

Legal constraints

Debt Marie Conditions
Interest rates and
expectations

Tax-exempt financing
practices

f..

Descriptions

Varies due to financial needs of a pniject
NewCapital bui projects dnd replacement/
renovation projects educational, hospital,
or other auxiliary enterprise facilities)
Cash flow needs Equipment purchase
Student loon funds Refinance existing -debt

Immediate or fleicible timefmme

Varies by institution as imposed by state or fed-
eral governments or agencies

Linked tor prevailing rate for municipal debt
and prime rote

Current practices and regulations used by lend-
en underwriters/investors including tax laws of
IRS

Feasible Set of Arrangements
Form

Financial instruments

. Method of placement

Independent assurances

Actors

Bonds (general obligation, project revei,
limited ors pecial obligation, advance refunding,
refinancing)

Notes (general obligation, project revenue,
limited or special obligation, refinancing, bond
anticipation)

Leases

Negotiation/dired placement
Competitive bidding/public sale
State bonding authority or other nonprofit
agency or foundation

Financial audit Default insurance
Credit ratings

Bond counsel Executive officers
Rating agencies Certified public accountants
Insurance agencies tate debt authority
Lenders/purchasers/investors



Content
Indenture prewisions

.0
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Collateral (fulifaith and credit, tuition, tenet,
project revenues, user fees, new debt proceeds,
letters of credit, property rights)
Term to maturity features
Finances restrictions restrictions

The tax exemption qn municipal isst4
was initiated in 1894, but received
subsequent ratification by the Revenue
Act of 1913 (the beginning of our
federal income tax system). The Act
excluded interest income on municipal

from taxation so as not to impair
the essential born vying function of the
municipalities and political subdivisions
(themselves exempt from taxation'
under Section1501 of the Worm,
Revenue Code). There has been a
persistent attempt ever since 1894 to
eliminate the exemption for reasons of
inequity and unconstitutional*. White
many studies such as Mussa clod !Car-
mendi (1979) continue todebate the
issue, no change in the status of the
exemption appears on the horizon.

Conservative' attitudes toward incurring
debt prevailed until after World War
tl when there was a major reversal in
views. By the late 1960s, an increasing
amount of business transactions were
through credit (the "fly now, pay later"
approach). The end of The 1960s
marked another change. Until then,
the municipal marketplace had been
relatively free of federal restrictions or
extensive regulation by any federal
agency, such as the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) which
established regulation for other securi-
ties markets. In 1968, the Revenue
and Expenditure Control Act limited
the issuance of industrial development

bonds (for the construction of builclings
by municipalities for leasing to corpora-
tions). In 1969, Congress enacted the
arbitrage bond statute (Internal &WO-
nue Cade, Section 103 (c)), limiting
the investment of unused bwW. pro-
ceeds, as part of the Tax Reform Act.
Time then, the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice has promulgated detailed restric-
t kins rigarvlitg issuance atthese
tan- exempt securities. By 1'779, the

'federal regulations concerni arbi-
trage wiev..fireilized, a refine-
ment of the rules contintles.

The Municipal Securities Rulernaking
Board was established in 1975 under
the securities laws, also to regulate
the activities of Lond dealers, but did
not extend its regulation to disclosure
or accounting rules of bond issuers
(although Wiese are of continued inter-
est and concern for the board). This
board appears to have been estab-
lished as a result of the 1975 New,
York City "default scare," which awak-
ened the public to the realization that
municipal bond issues, previously
considered riskless, were not.

SWIMS 111111111M

Colleges and universities that issue
tax-exempt debt are also subject to
differing state legislation. Stewart and
Lydh (1948) conducted a survey, one
port of which was on the early historyl
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of the legal authority for the creation
of debt by state colleges and universi-
ties. There were very f9ew issues before
1920. Tax-exempt debt' issued directly
by sfote-supported colleges and univer-
sities expanded slowly in the 1920s,
as the states faced considerable litiga-
tion on the constitutionality of the
issuances. Stewart and Lyon (1948, p.
vi) additionally commented that

, ...in the decade of the 1920s the
state legislatures often were reluctant
to authorize directly-issued bonds
because, even though the bonds
were limited obligations payable
only from revenues, it was felt that
a moral obligation to pay could
not be escaped and that such spe-
cial debt in practice might endanger
the state's general credit rating.

During the economic depression of
the 1930s, the federal government's
policy of subsidizing the construction
of public buildings as a means of
unemployment relief created a marked
dissimilarity between public and private
institutions. Private higher education
found it difficult to secure construction
funds and few institutions undertook
plan expansion without donor support*.
Public institutions, on the other hand,
received liberal federal grants and
loans for new buildings (Russell,
1954).

By the 1940s, most of the legal. contro-
versy in principle had been resolved.
The results of the study by Stewart
and Lyon (1948) showed that most
states constitutionally prohibited state
institutions from issuing general-obliga-
tion bonds. Revenue bonds (limited-
obligation debt) became the primary
debt financing tool for self-liquidating

projects, althqugh this tool was tot
used to a great extent. Yet Stewart
and Lyon also found that the issuance
of limited-obligation debt differed
widely throughout the states in re-
sponse to the interprptqtion of the
laws. A variety of methods developed
whereby limited obligations could be
createdvariety in the types of security
pledged and in the establishment
affiliated corporations and state au-
thorities to issue the debt.

Stewart and Lyon's 1948 study ended
at the dawn,of the most significant
capital expansion in the'history of
higher educationpost-World War 11
to the late-1960s. But borrowing still
was not the generally practiced method
of financing capital plant (Millett,
1952). Private institutions generally
acquired their capital plcsnt by gift
(through large individual gifts and/or
capital cainpaigns). Public colleges
and universities depended upon gov-
ernmental appropriations to meet
their plant requirements, es ially for

- educational plants, although auxiliary-
enterprise facilities (dormitories and

dining halls, athletic facilities, and
student unions) tended to be financed
by borrowing (Millett, 1952). The
expectation had been that when new
plants were needed to replace obsoles-
cent iacilities or to expand existing
facilities, these same sources could be
depended upon to provide the needed
funding. Russell (1954, p. 376) sums
up the debt-financing attitude of this
era:

A debt (incurred because full fund-
in was not in hand before under-
taking new construction) is such a
menace to the future stability of the

8



institution that every effort should
be made to avoid it.

Other federal monies became available
to higher education throughout the
1950s and into the1960s. Congress
approved large ?rants for scientific
equipMent (for ' the Space Race").
,Federally backed student-loan pro-

, granis were created to improve more ow
of the population's access to institutions
with rising tuition. Many states also
issued bonds as a way of guaranteeing

4-loan certainty to eligible students hav-
ing difficulty obtainino loan funds
through commercial banks.

tit
By the .end of the 1960s, however,
federal and state funding sources
began to dwindle and private gifts
were more difficult to obtain. Although
new-plan and plant-expansion con-
struction continued into the 1970s, it
did so at a much lower level than in
the 1950s, primarily because student
demographic changes would not sup-
port more new dormitories and steloted
facilities. Universities had to seek other
funding sources for renovations of
existing plants, student loans to serve
the needs of the student population,
equipment replacement (especially
high technology equipment), and
more-costly new construction needs.
Reduced state/ federlal, and private
support of higher education signifi-
cantly affected the financing strategies
of many colleges and universities,
both public and private, especially
those in more fiscally strapped states.
Debt financing took on new importance
for many institutions at the same time
that the tax-exempt market as a whole
experienced heightened governmental
attention.

NOY

The Emergency Insured Student loan
Act of 1969 offered ve payments
to institutions providing s dent loans.
But arbitrage (the earning of excess
income from the investment of tax-
exempt debt proceeds beyond legal
limits) could have resulted, rendering
the related debt of the institution tax-
able. The 1976 Tax" Reform Act added
to Section 03(a) (the section that
exempts from.taxation the interest
earned on obligations of municipalities
or political subdivisions) provided that
"qualified scholarship funding bonds".
for student loans were also tax-exempt
(Internal Revenue Code Section
103(e)). In 1980, Congress reduced
the amount of the incentive payments
to institutions providing student loans.
In addition, the recent Tax Reform Act
of 1984 has placed constraints on
institutions' abilities to issue tax-exempt
debt by placing c state per-capita
limit on student-loan issues-and limiting
industrial development bond issues.

The 1970s also marked the reation
of new not-for-profit corpo ons,
foundations, and bonding a orities
to issue tax-exempt debt for the efit
of higher education institutions (both
private and public), with some of the
debt a state obligation and some a
legal liability of the institution. State
limitationstm these entities (especially
ceiling amounts) also may prove worri%
some to universities as these limits are
approached.

ITEM Ms

When entering the hi hly amp
money market, many ors infi = nce

the price of money (or interest):

9
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$ The Federal Reserve: Board's fecleial
monetary policy.

Governmental fiscal policy through
taxation and spending polides and
federal debt management activities.

Investor expectatiops about inflation.

0 The term of the security. Short-term
rates tend to fluctuate much more
widely than long-term rates. Usually
long-term rates are higher than
short-term rates (upward-slopine-

IPUblic Securities Asso-
ciation, 1982 ones Moak, 1970.) But
there are times, such as in recent

.)wrs, when long-term rates were
lower (downViard-sloping-yield
curves).

$ Different grades of credit rating
(independent, though somewhat
subjective, measure of issue quality)
reflecting interest-rote variation.

P The geographical scope of the mior-
ket for the bonds, suggesting, for
example, that (1) a brooder (or .1
national) market invites more compe-
tition, which has been linked with a
lower interest cost (see discussion
below); and (2) the association of
tax - exempt entities (such as a univer-

ty) with other larger entities (such
ate governments) may positively

or negatively affect the interest
charged to the borrower (Moak,
1970).

Also, the statutes of many states limit
the maximum interest rate that can be
paid on bonds issued by a state or
local government or political subdivi-
sion (Moak, 1970). Th limits could
also affect the coupon ra on any
particolar university issue.

6

Hittorically, the average interest rote
charged to the borrower on an issue 4.
(net-interest cost) has been computed
on The basis of simple interest, al-
though ptemiums and discounts paid
by the investors and other costs can
be included. A more.accirrate net-
interest cost' using. time-value of money
(present value) concepts has been
advocated by Moak (1970), the Public
Securities Association (1982), and

Ar0
others, and is relatively-easy to com-
pute, but it has not yet been widely
accepted. It is possible, though nqf
proven empirically, that in some thm-
petitive bidding situations, a different ,
bid choice should be made-because
of the difference between'net-interest
cost based on simple interest computes-
tions and interest cost based on

'presento-/alue computations.

.

In general, interest rates hove been
extremely high since 1979, and, as
noted by Magarrell (1981, p. 1), _they
"have put an important source of
Money out of reach for many colleges
and universities... For some colleges
and universities, especially the smaller
ones, the rates are preshibitive." Some
institutions are constrained by exter-
nally imposed interest-rate ceilings. In
addition, smaller colleges and universi-
ties, like smaller local governments,
do not carry the same geographical
scope as larger entities for marketing
the debt. Investors with less knowledge
about the issue are like5r to discount
the debt (especially if regional image
Frollems are (Wended to the issuer)
"unless the yield is appreciably above
that at which funds can be invested in
superficially similar bonds" (Moak,
1970,13. 174). The ViDlatile and high
interest rates in recent years have

10



caused many college and university
ab projects to be postponed, and those

that could ngt be postponld have
been financed by taking advantage of
lower short-term borrowing rates with
the expectafien of refinancing the
debt long-term at lower rates.

NIIMF iliallIPTUIT
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Munked Diet. The firstamunicipal
revenue bond (a bond not backed by
the full faith and credit of the organiza-
tion as ore general obligation bonds)
was issued in 1897. However, these
bonds were not used heavily until
tafter World War H. Now, general-

, obligation bond and note issuances
are declining, while revenue bonds
and notes are being issued at an in-
creasing rate. The Public Securities
Association (1982, p. 16) states that
"in 1980, revenue bonds-accounted
for 71% of all new long-term municipal
issues." Some reasons given for the
shift toward the use of revenue bonds

Cilettotes is suggested by Moak
(1970):

1. decreased interest-rate differential
between general obligation and
revenue bonds (usually considered
riskier, of the same basic quality,

2, creation of public authorities
. issuing bonds backed solely by

specific revenue streams,

3. the approaching legal limits on
general-obligation debt by state
and loccil governments,

4. comparative ease of authorizing '
revenue bonds since no voter
approval is required, and competi
tive bidding may not be..required,

5. effort by many public officials to
apportion cost based on user
charges, not taxation, and

6. broadened concepts of public
purpose. . -

As the use of revenue supported debt
has expanded, so, too, has there been
an eipansion in the variety of types
of pledged collateral used to support
the revenue issue. The table below
shows how issues may be secured.

Tablo 2.

Legal Cothateral

1, Net earned revenues of the project

2. Mortgage on rvenue-producing property
or other proper .if allowed by law

3. General property tax, legislative appropria-
tion, or excise tax

4. Special assessments of fees

Type of Debt

Project revenue debt

....-aited-obligation debt

Limited-obligation debt
Limited-obligation debt

7



5. Lease-rental payments by corporations in
an Industrial development bond

6. Future debt proCeeds

7. Lease orrangements.

As additional security to the lender,
the borrower may be requiredto "set
.aside" (pay to a trustee) a certain
portion of the debt periodically (a
mandatory sinking fund or debt-service
reserve requirement) (Sharpe, 1978).

.Creating bondirsg authorities that
would lease focilities to an organization
(municipality, other political subdivi-
sion, or nonprofit institution) was
started in Pennsylvania in 1933. Often,
tfle entity receiving the benefits, of the

'bond issuance would be required to
make lease payments from specific
'sburces.

It has frequently been the caseithaf
when the debt becomes due, it is refi-
nanced through the issuance of new
debt. However, another development
since 1946 is the use of advance re-
funding, where proceeds of issued
debt are placed in escrow pending
redemption of other debt on the first
call or prepayment date. The interest
is not tax-exempt. Advance refundings
are ordinarilyused to achieve interest
savings, eliminate restrictive bond
covenants, reorganize the maturity
pattern, or consolidate debt. There
tend to be volatile, movements of boric!
refundings when municipal interest
rates are low (Moak, 1970).

mid-19701arbitrage regulations in the mid-19701
slowed advance refundings to a trickle.
Howfver, falling municipal interest'
rotes, now loweithon those in the late
1970s and early 1980s, have sparked

8

Industrial development
bond

Bond-anticipation note.
Lease

renewed interest in advance refundings
(Public 'Securities Association, 1982).

Colleges and Universities. Except
for state restrictions pgqinst pledging
certain property or income itrixim as
cojlateal. on revenue bonds and dotes,
Colleges and universities issue-similar
types of financial instruments. Stewart
and Lyon (1948) Mund that most states
prohibit by constitution the issuance of
general-obligatioit debt. In addition,
'the borrowing practices of 'sliming
special obligations,or revenue bonds,
were found to differ widely throughout

country" (p. vi).

Until recently, an,advaritage of leasing
arrangements over directly-issued
bonds or notes was that rental pay-
rrients under certain leases were allow-
able for reimbursement from the .

federal government under OMB Circu-
lar A-21, but principal and interest on
debt were not (Kaiser, 1981). The A-
21 rules have Been revised, however,
so that interest payments are now
reimbursable on any facility bought or
built with debt. For private'colleges
apd universities, the lease-sublease
arrangement with an authority is likely
to be the most widely used method of
security, but may be supplemented or

placed by other collateral forms
including pledges of specific revenues,
collateral funds using securities from
unrestricted endowments, letters of
credit, and other such forms of security...

12
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By'the end of-the 1964s, Cat market-
ing became important as competition
heightened for, the investor's dollar
(Moak, 1970). There. ale *di) basic
ways to market debt: private place-
ment (the borrower anda small num-
ber of investors negotiate &idly,
with or without the advice of on iifvest-

jpent or brokerage firm, to procure
NM *est interest.rates possible); and

public placement, or competitive bid-
ding (a number of investors submit
sealed bids for the issue as constructed

"itiy the borrower, again with or without
f the assistance of a financial advisor,

and the bid with the lowest net-interest
cost wins). Each hos advantages end
disadvcintages,and a:diffenant sbf of
costs.

A competitive b ves preparing
an exterisive.set of documents, some
legal, and some to improve marketing
by providing' information to potential
investors. If there are cit least three or
fear bidders, a,competitive bid can
result in a lower net-interest cost to
the bcgitiv'mr (re Sorenson,.1977).

Onifie other hand, privately negoti-
ated sales fleeciness extensive docu-
mentation, can be done relatively
quickly, and the agreement may be
amended with less difficulty thah in
competitive sate. However, private

Mac ements tend to result in'higher
erest costs; since "competition" is

lacking (see,. for example, Moak, 1970
for further discussion). Several studies
have also examined the types of provi-
lions that result from a private negotia-
tion. Privately-placed issues tend to,

I

be riskier. placements
borrowers are a to tailor provisions
to meet the of !eiders, increas-
inithe probability of securing the
funds. Lenders are willing to accept
somewhat unusual features because

_ they-usually' obtain fairly close control
,through stricter monitoring provisioin
(see Smith and Warner, 1970; Leftwich,
1983; and Shapiro and Wolf, 1972).
Theis increased restrictions tend to be
more costly to the beirower., .

The choice cif *cement melhod de-
pends on irwit conditions, size of
the issue, noveltiVof the type of instru-
ment, credit rating, frequency of off&-
ings, and legal tons*aints. Large
municipal issues (usually greater Own
$25 million) tend to be bid competi-
fively since the size of the debt require
a greater number of investors. In
addition, general - obligation debt is 0,
often required by law to be sold via
competitive bids. If the economy has
created situations where typical tax-
exempt debt-investors do not have a
large amount of funds for investment
purposes, the demand for the debt
will be low, making competitive bidding
more difficolt.

The perceived riskiness of arty- particu-
lar issue also influences th borrower's
choice in marketing the debt: New
instruments, lower credit ratings, non-
national (and therefore not well known)
borrowers, and less-frequent borrowers
(lacking a debt history) increase per-
ceived risk, which decreases the

cam 'ye
bor-

titirower's ability to use co
bidding. Revenue bonds, riskier than
general- obligation bonds cruse*
specific revenues are pledged) tend to
be sold via negotiation. Given these
constraints, it is easy to see why negoti-

13
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1

aced sales p.e the most common in
the tax -ex cpt debt market,

. Moak (1970) suggests that
bidding is on the rise.

Minna 1111111111
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Tax mpt debt has syliticted
to less fflnriutntal regulation
than corporate debt, suggesting that
investors will seek independent assess-
ments of the issuer's ability to ibepay9
the debt. There are *fee types of.

. assurances now beirg sought by -
lenders: (1) auchled ruwxial state=
mots, (2) credit ratings, and (3) bond
default insurance.

Indipandent Audits. Potentialenders
are requesting audited financial state-
ments as a condition for consideration
of lending (Public Securities Associa-
tion, 1982). The auditor's opinion on
the fairness-of the financial statements
rsinfosces or discounts the lefiders'
assessment of the financial condition
of tite borrower.

ft9
Credit-Ratings. Credit ratings ate
considered independent measures of
debt quality. The two major rating
agencies are Moody's and Stand rd
& Poor's. The Public SecuritiesAskcia-
tion (1982) notes thafbecause of
the large number of different issues in .

the marketplace, bond ratings,often
playa greater role in theanunicipal

'securities market than in the corporate
market" (p. 40). In 1980, 77.7% of
pew long-term municipal issues were #
/rated (Public Securities Association,
1982) .

Because of the increased importance

10

of creditratings for the marketability
of mOnicipal issues, a number of,stud-
ies have been conducted to examine
the effect of credit ratings on-net inter-
est cost, how changes in affect
irate rest rotes, the predictive ity of

concerning default, and re-
' to predkt credit

nstings (to The ratings decision).
Peterson (19 notes two trendtcon- .
awning credit ratings. First, an increas-
ing proportion of borrowers are being
rated even though,the ratings must be
purchased. Second, lower-rated invest-
ment-grade securities are a
proportion of the rated
continues, ."std, about 10% of the
dollar volume and 35% of the number
of issues themselves are not rated;
Thus, the smolt unrated bond continues
to constitute a substantial part of the'
market" (p. 48).

Within- the category of revenue bonds
are college housing bonds, college
stuifent-loan bonds, and tax-mcempt
hospital revenue bonds (many large
colleges and universities operate hospi-
tals). The issuance of fax-etbmpt debt,
by hospitals has increased markedly
within the past decade. Developing
credit ratings for hospitals is much
more complex, as are the debt agree-.
ments and provisions, doe to inherent
complexities relating to cost-account-
ing, third-party reimbursement, and
market position. p

Insurance Against Default. Another
tool gvailable for reducing the level of
risk associated with a particular debt
issue is bond default insurance. In
1971, the American Municipal Bond
Assurance Corporation (AMBAC),
wholly owned subsidiary of MGIC

14



Invisstment Corporation, was formed
to write noncancellable insuranc3L
Policies covering interestand pnricipal
payriients on new municipal bond I
issues. Tice objective is to obtain a
lower net-Rerest cost for the issuer
by improving the security. (bloWever,
the issuer pays for the insurance, which
increases the cost of the debt.) Stan-

.
dard & Poor's assi gns a AA rating to new
insured municipal bond issues. In 1974,
the Municipal Bond Insurance Associa;
Lion (MBIA), a pool of five insurers
who share the risk, was established
also to insure municipal bonds. Stand-
ard & Poor's has decided to assign a
MA rating to issues insured by MBIA
(Sokoloff and Matthews, 1979).
Moody's on the other hand, ignores
the insurance feature when rating
issues (Public Securities Association,
1982). There do not appearto be any
publicly available statistics on the
number of or 'types of tax-exempt

) issuers puEcilasing default insuranceh

111111111

There are many actors involved in
I the issuance of tax-exempt debt:

Executive Officers and Governing
Wards, who develop and approye
drafts of board resolutions stating
the amount needed and basic provi-
sions to be included in the agree-
ment: As the sole approaches, the
board approves the final resolution
to issue debt.

Advisers/Underwriters/Pur-
chasers, employed by some institu-
tions as financial advisors.

.1 The Glass-,Steagall Act of 1933 prohib-
ited commercial banks from underwrit-

ing and trading in municipal revenue
bonds and corporate securities. How-
ever, the federal banking authority

-now allows commercial banks to under-
write housing and education revenue
bonds, about 40% of all revenue
bandi issued (Public Securities Associa-
tion, 1982). A study by Rogowski
(1980) suggested that permitting com-
mercial banks to underwrite college,
bonds has caused more competition
(more bids) that Is led to materially
lower issuer borrowing costs.

As the profits of commercial banks
and property Insurance companies'
vary, so, tba, does their participation
in the tax-exempt debt market. Hen-
dershott and Koch (1977) report that,
in the 1960s, oommerctal,banks lwhiCh

short- to medium-term securities,
r liquidity purposes) absorbed 68%

of the net increase in tax-exempt secu-
rities. In the early 1970s, this fell to,
41% while property insurance compan-
ies (which r longer-term securities)
and individuals their relative
shares. By the mid-1970s, commercial
banks' participation fell to 18% with
property insurance at 15% and individ-
uals at 65%!,- Individuals' investment
in tax-exempt debt; on the other hand,
is sensitive to interest-rate movements:
The higher the individual's marginal
tax rate, the more attractive ore tax,
exempt securities, but demand can
also be induced by raising tax-exempt
interest rates.

Governmental Agencies. Under
current SEC regulations, tax-exempt
bonds are subject to disclosure require-
ments foK cilinpleteness and materiality.
In addition, many state institutions
must receive approval from the state
government before issuing debt, or at

15,
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leastaftotifr the govecnment of their
intent to sell. Also, the state govern-
ment usually maintains chine supervi-
sion (but at arm's length) OW state
bonding authorities that educational .

institutions may use to obtain tax-
, exempt debt -financing.

Lawymi, who are involved in several-
different (peas of the bond transaction:
Bond counsel, hired by the issuer,
determines whether ornot the interest
on bonds will be tax-exempt The
involvement of bond counsel' has
.broadened cOnsidAbly over the post -

twenty years in response to an increase

hit
the variety and complexity of legal
ues. Lawyers are often hired by

investment banking firms to assure
that there is full disclosure on the part
of the issuer. The university's legal
counsel assures that the bond transac-
tions are in the best interest of the -
university, especially when dealing-
with bonds for educational facilities.
Thb lender osktrustee of the bonds
may also hire an attorney to guarantee
the validity and proper handling of all
transactions.

Other Acteri. At a point priost. to
selling the debt, Moody's and Standard

Poor's rating agencies may be con-
tacted for a credit rating; bond-default
insurance agencies may also be in-
volved if such a provision is to be
included; and auditors-, usually certified

:public accountants, are required by
rftential investors or are suggested
underwriters and financial advisors

to perform an audit and render atv
opinion on the fairness of the financial
infortnation, which will improve the s
marketability ok the issue.

12,
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A va of documents usually com-
prise 9 issue. The note or bond
agreement. is in most cases the printery
legal document and hap many sections,
describing the debt instrument and
defining any restrictions placed on the
borrower.

Ram Own
Histoncally, general-obligation debt *
has carried longer terms to maturity
(70 years or more) while revenue
debt has been shorter in nature, often
matching the ex life of the pro-
ject. However, sr;stel:Iegait to occur *
after World War There was )a
heaiy pceponderahce of general-
obligation issues with maturities of 25
years or less, and major revenue bond
issues had longer maturities.

Shorter-term debt (ranging from one
to ten years in maturity) n grow-
ing at a faster ratiyin the 1.60s, espe-
cially with the issuance of bond
anticipation notes and term loans at
commercial banks. Moak (1970) sug-
gests several reasons for such a precipi-
tous rise. State and local governments
tend to use short- term interim financ-
ing when there is:

r

1. the need to meet financing costs
in the preliminary phases of the
project,

2. lack of certainty as to the ultimo%
total cost of the project,/

16



3. an existing market condition that
makes it inadvisable to use per-
manent financing immediately,

4. temporaryo=rigilability of
needed b capacity
(within the debt limit),

5. a necessity -for refunding alit-
' standing bonds to eliminate un-
duly restrictive covenants,

6. uncertainty as to the time at
which construction will commence,

7. the need to determini the exact
size of financial commitment
from other governments or Fier-
sons,

8. the podling of costs of a number
of smaller projects,

9. a need to carry projects until
completion of permanent financ-
ing,

10. revenue growth that has 1)ot kept
up with expenditure growth. thus
creating working capital short-,
ages. With a few exceptions,
colleges and universities have
faced similar financing problems.

tau M Pirmaihunims

The privilege of calling bonds (redeem-
ing them prior to maturity$ or prepay-
ing notes becomes hiOly valuable to
borrowers in terms of interest savings
"OS the trend-in interest rates chdnges.
That is, the callability feature is most
desirable to the issuer when interest-
rates appear to be high and volatile.
The cost of this benefit to the issuer is
o higher initial interest rate, since the
lender's potential for capital gains is
limited and future rates (returns) on
invested proceeds may be lower.

bay

Most municipal debt included the
prepayment or call feature in the
4970s, a period of relatively high and
volatile rates (Public Securities Aisocia-
tion, 1982). Stewart and Lyon (1948)
also found "similar conditions in their
study of state college and university
debt prior to 1946. The call feature
was included in debt agreements
throughout the 1930s to 1946 when
money rates reached an all-time low.

Rum lime
There are many kinds of financial
restrictions,. ranging from requirements
to supply audited financial reports to
requirements to maintain specific bal-
ance-sheefratios to avoid default.

Audits. The Public Securities Associa-
tion (1982) states that independent
financial audits are becoming more
common among larger tax-exempt
issuers. This growth in the use of audits
to improve reliability on the financial
information appears to be at two
levels. The request by lenders for au-
dited statements as a condition for
consideration of lending has been
discussed. In addition, more debt
agreements appear to require that
audited financial data be submitted to
the lenders on a timely basis until the
debt is repaid. The provision is becom-
ing more specific as to when reports
are to be submitted, to whom, what is
to be audited, by whom, and what
other assurances are to be included.

Debt Service cpverags. The most
useful financial ttitio included in lim-
ited-obligation debt agreements is

17 13
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,,
debt-service coverage ( net
revenues/total debt service self-
liquidating projects, pledged gross
revenues/maximum or overage debt
service for debt backed by otherLeve-,
nue stream;, and other variations
(Moak, 1970). A provision that the
issuer maintain retraspedivelondior

't prospective net revenues available for
debt service equal to, for example,
1 .50 or 2.00 times the present" and
prospective debtaservice has been
required by tenders or underwriters to
enhance the attractiveness of the debt.
Coverage restrictions increase the
margin of safety to lenders. Often,
the coverage restriction is included as
a prereqUisite to the issuance of addi-
tional debt. A coverage restriction of
2.00 for colleges and universities and
1.25 for hospitals has become com-
mpn, with some variation around
these values. .

Default Provisions and Remedios.
An issuer can go into default under
two conditions: failure to pay principal
and interest when due and violation
of a provision, such as not meeting a
requirement to maintain a specified
working-capital ratio. Both the condi-
tions for defgult and the remedies to
lenders haveecome relatively stand-
ard in the industry and are typically
included in debt agreements.

Other Financial Restrictions. Several
other common financial covenants of
debt agreements are:

limits on the issuance of additional
bonds, such as the requirement to .
issue debt of equal standing (pori
passu) or subordinate to the current
issue.

14

*Or

0 development and use of reserve
funds for repair, replacement and
maintenance of the facility.

0 establishment of accounts on the
Looks oaf the issuer and at the trustee
bfonk to control project funds and
Meet other restrictions.

restrictions prohibiting the sale of
the prcjed or a percentage of its
assets until the debt is repaid.

descriptions on the allocation of
pro*" revenues or the investment
of debt procedds (Moak, 1970 and
Public Securities Association, 1982).

BUM IIMINNI

Lenders also can place restrictions on
the borrowing institution that limit
operating alternatives. For colleges
and universities, -several examples
include (1) general covenants on the
maintenance of adequate rates (e.g.,
tuition or housing) and asset insurance
fire, liability, or lousiness interruption),
2) resiuirements that additionarstudies
such as project feasability studies)

can be undertaken as a condition for
borrowing, (3) provisions on the main-
tenance of accreditation status, and
(4) covenants requiring the borrower
to supply updated quarterly reports
(such as specific financial data) to the
lenders. As is the case with fine
restrictions, lenders will tend to uire
operating restrictions that have lower
monitoring costs.

MIN 111111111111111811111

A few other features concerning debt



add to the complexity of the debt-
financing decision: the patterns for
repaying principal on the debt (serial
or term), the bond denomination in
the past $1,000, now often $5,000),
'registration of the bond as to pri
and interest (as of January 1984,
tax- exempt bonds are to be fully regis-
tered); andthe documents that are
typically required' (such as timetables,
board resolutions, agreements with.
various parties, credit ratings, default
insurance, official statements, and
various certificatidns).

NEWT

Significant structural changes in higher
education and the financial environ-
ment have led to an increase in the
magnitude and complexity of university
debt financing. This paper discussed
the changes that have occurred in the
key dimensions of university debt fi-
nancing: institutionaVdimensions, debt
market conditions, and form and con-
tent variables. An understancling of
these changes should oilow the various
actors in the process (executive officers,
governing board, bond counsel, and
many others) to understand better the
modern environment and prepare for
future changes.
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During the past two decades a
gradual shift has token place in the
funding pattern of public higher
educatiqn in this country. Traditional
support from federal, state and local
government has come into strong
competition with other social pro-
grams for finite financial resources.
The federal government has consider-
ably narrowed its responsibilities to
higher education at the same timethat
state and local governments have
been limiting their levels of support.
The effect in the majority of instances
has been a decrease in the percentage
of total resources allocated to higher
education.

In response to this evolving pattern,
our institutiirs, in many instances,
have taken remedial actions in three
major areas; student fees, general
expenditures, and 'outside' income.
It has been argued that student-fee
increases during this period either
have already or are now beginning to
limit access to higher education. (Such
adverse effect on enrollments may

'Dr. Moulton rs Former Chancellor, Ohio Board
of Regents.

very well have been ',masked,'
particularly in the past several years,
by increased enrollment pressures -
that characteristically take place
during periods of economic reces-
sion.) In any event; this source of
institutional funding will be limited cis
competition for a declining number Pf
high school graduates during the
and early 90's becomes more acute.

Reductions in expenditures hqve been
a way oi life during the past several
years at many universities and`
colleges. The expenditures cut most
severely lave been those for equip-
ment and plant maintenance. The
purchase of new, state-of-the-art
equipment, books and other materials
has been either deferred or greatly
reduced, and equipment replacement
programs have been seaside.
Needed maintenance and facility
updating have also been the targets of
severe cuts, at a time of accumulated
and urgent neeilsfoc energy modifica-
tion, systems upgrading (including
telecommunications and computers),

21
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facility accessibility, and potential
liabilities for our asbestos .heritage.

With reference to outside income,
institutions have begun to increase
their fund-raising efforts and huvreai
developed a far better Understanding
of cash management than they had a
decade ago. Colleges today have for
morb sophistication in managing
institutional investments. In addition,
there have been a number of financial
initiatives between higher education

- institutions and the private sector,
particularly irifrthe high-technology
area. These 'beachhead" activities
should prove most helpful (in the long
run) in developing a strong and
broadened relationship between
education cknd business.

Aso

a
Institutions are becoming more aware
of the importance of outside income.
To take fullest advantage of oppor-
tunities available to generate such
income, however, they must be
knowledgeable about tax laws,
financing instruments, partnerships,
and other possibilities available to
them. This will involve a substantial
commitment of time and effort and will
directly affect the future stability of
state systems of higher education.

INT F1E11E1118

Just as we have had to.learn how to
live with "expensive" energy ir(the
past decade, so will we be forced to
deal with expensive money in the
future. Existing and new tax laws,

18

'however, have brought dramatic
changes in debt financing, which offer
substantial` opportunities for all
institutions of higher education, public
as well as private. NOW financial
approaches enable institutions and
investors to take the fullest advantage
of this.circumstanCe. In the following
sections several of these approaches
will bd discussed. Before turning to
that discussion, a brief description or
the economic environment might be
helpful. The simplest way to do this is
through the use of the yield curve.

4
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Thiss curve compares the rate of
interest with the maturity of the
outstanding debt. Typically the yield
curve is upward-sloping, meaning that

-the interest rate rises as the maturity
of the debt instrument increases. The
angle of slope is in direct response to "
investors' expectations of inflation as
time passes. A temporary aberration
is infrequently encountered where the
opposite situation is true, (that is, when
shorter maturities command higher
yields than long-term paper). This is
called an 'inverted yield curve." In the
past two decades, the entire yield
curve has, on the average, shifted
upward due in large part to inflatio-
nary expectations. And as this shift
takes place, while the ratio between
short-term debt and long-term debt
remains approximately the same,--the
actual dollar differences become very
considerable due to the compounding
effect of higher interest rates.

22
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In the normal yield curves experienced
well into the 1960's, yield on a 30-year
tax-exempt debt might have been as
law as 3% or on d one-year debt,
1.5%. Assuming that the 30 -year debt

-iate presently is 12%, the one-year
debt rate would be about 6fra, or four
times what it was only a short time ago.

When the cost of debt is examined on
the basis of $1 million of debt being
paid off over a 30-year period, at the
earlier rates of 3% as opposed to
1.5%, the interest costs would be
$524,000 compared to $245,000.
Taking the some debt and pay-out
period and using present rates, at 12%
the cost would be $2,713,000 and at
6 %,$1,168,000! The point of this '
illustration is that with the earlier rates
the difference in cosf of interest,
comparing a 30-year and 1-year debt,
is comparatively modest, less than
$300,000. By contrast, in contempo-
rary circumstances the difference in
costs would.be $1.5 Million. This
illustrates the extreme importaitce of
the difference between short-tekn and -
long-term interest rates in today's
market. (

Obviously this illustration is over-
simplistic, but it makes the point. The
challenge is to capture shqrt-term
interest rates with ds much long-term
fipancing stability as poss;ble. This is
known as moving down on the yield
curve.

There are a number of approaches to
actiieve "the best of both worlds ":
long-term financing with short-term
interest rates. To understand these
approaches, some of the financial
jargon should be explained.

DIU All PI1S

At the time bonds are issued, condi-
tions relatipg to their redemption are
also established. One such common
fiature is the condition under which
the issuer may take back the bonds or .

any portion thereof the "call"
provision. Call provisiohs are for the
convenience of the issuer rather than
the buyer, and thus the value of the
bonds is normally reduced to some
extent when call, provisions are
included as a condition of issuance.
Likewise, interest -rate costs are
increased by such provisions. Call
provisions ore used when the issuer
wants to reserve the right to retire
bonds early, either with other bor-
rowed funds that might be obtained in
the future at lower interest rates, or
with unexpected revenues. On the
other hand the buyer's right to redeem
the bonds before final maturity or
to "put" the bond back to the issuer

ism nbw and growing feature being
incorporated into certain borid issues.

Puts are clearly to the advantage of
the buyer and typically involve a lower
interest rate, An important variable in
put provisions, of course, is the period
of time during which they may be
exercised, which clan vary from daily
to annually or, longer. The shorter the
period of time that the p can be
exercised, the greater the e to the
buyer. This added flexibility id for
through lower interest yields. A
30-year bond with a one-month putes
should parallel the yield behavior of
o one-month fixed-rate note. With
such put provisions, if the yield-curve
trend is upward, then the bond holders
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will want their yields to reflect such
increases. If interest rates are fixed,
then the holders typically will put#seir
bonds back to the issuer at the first
available opportunity. If the yield-
curve trend is downward, the issuer
will certainly consider calling the
bonds and reissuing them at a lower
rate if possible. To counteract either
of these actions, put bond rates usually
are established with a floating interest
rate locked to some index that tracks
the market. Normally such indicesare
within a range to allow for some
accommodation of short-term fluctuo-
lens in the market demancrot the time
'the issuer must re-enter the market to.
re-sell any bonds which hove been
put. The issuer has a choice in using
debt: either pay higher rates with
longer maturities or lower variable
rates with shorter selected maturities.

CENT WEBS

The ability to issue debt is a direct
function of the credit-northiness of the
issuer. The traditional way to deter-
mine the quality of a bond issue is its
rating. While there are a number. of
firms that offer a rating service to
issuers, Standard and Poor's Corpora-
tion and Moody's Investors Services,
inc. are the two most frequently used.
Occasionally, an underwriter can
place debt without a rating, typically
for a well-known issuer with minimal
apparent risk, and when the sale is
open orrtyka few sophisticated
buyers.

20
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The issuer and the underwriter go to
effort to achieve as high a NJ'

g aepossible for. the issuer. This
strategy enables them to market the
debt with, the lowest possible interest
rates. This process can be very
demanding and,time-consuming.
depending ckthe circumstances aq4
history of the organization being
rated. The factors examined by the
rating agencie$ can vary from time to
time and among organizations.
However, usually, the following items
will be examined in rating a college
or university:

Quality of Service The rating
agencies normally look to the same
statistics that a prospective strdent
might examine, such as the number
of Ph.D.'s as a percentage of the
total faculty, the number pf books in
the library, and the percentage of
applicants accepted and the
condition of the physical plant.

Costs Tuition aad room-apd-
board costs in relation to other
universities will be examined and
related to the quality of service .

factors.

Trends and Prospects The rating
agencies are well'aware of thirm
demographic trends. There are
statistics showing over a 30%
decrease in the traditional college-
age population by 1994:The
agencies will be concerned with the
plans an institution has to position
itself for the future.

The prudent use of debt to improve
facilities can improve a rating in the
long run, by strengthening the
variables used by rating agencies.
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Typically, a university will pledge a
c in portion of its "business"
rev e e to the bondholders. For
in i, ., dormitory fees will often be
u . .. source of repayment for a
dor itory-debt issue, with dining-hall
revenue used to secure another issue.

*The rating agency will assess the
reliability of the revenues pledged.

A new strategy is to purchase insur-
ance to guarantee the payment of
principal and interest to the holders of
a bond issue. When the issuer acquires
insurance, the national rating agen-
cies, upon request, will normally
assign their highest rating, AAA,
assuring a favorable market and rate.
A question,must be answered before
buying such insurance: "Ii the
expenditure cost-effective?" Will the
issuer at least make up the cost of the
insurance through the difference in the
selling pric# (interest rate) of the
bonds? This, of course, depends
among other things on the current
market, the financial strength of the
issuer as reflected in its rating without
the "credit enhancement" provided by
the insurance, and the cost of the
insurance. The rates for such insurance
may vary from as little as 5 to 10 basic
points (0.05% to 0.10%) to several
percent. The cost to the issuer of bonds
rated from AAA to unrated bonds also
con vary tremendously.

While there are several insurance
companies and other firms now

specializing in this kind of insurance,
banks continue to be a major source
of bond insurance through their letters
of credit. (In recent years there is
growing interest by foreign banks in
this market) In such instances the
rating of a bond issue bock*d by 6-
bank tette( of credit fivaranteeing
timeir repayment of interest and
principal assumes the/rating of thai
bank. (Preiently there aria only two
AAA banks in this country as rated by
Standard and Pow's. However, .

because of the apparently Offer
standards Wing adopted by the rating

ies, the differences in selling
pn between AAA and AA bonds is
cu y slight.)

There are a number of insurance
progranls available through or
funded by the federal government, its
agencies and federally tacked
agencies (for example, Federal
Housing Administration, Farmers'
Home Administration, Veterans'
Administration and The Ngtional
Consumer Cooperative Bank).
Eligibility for this insurance depends
upon the purpose of the debt and the
type of issuer.

RISME MME

By investing in secure instruments at
higher rates than those obtained at the
time of initial borrowing, and with no
expenses, a profit should be assured.
This is called "positive arbitrage."
There are a number of opportunities
for tax-exempt organizations such as
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universities and colleges to offset ,

some of the costs of issuing debt
through positive arbitrage. These are
provided either by law or by adminis-
trative regulations. For example,
money raised by debt incurred to
construct facilities must bitspent within
three years of the borrowing. If on
institution borrows the total amount of
funds needed to construct a facility
before starting tdtluild it, it can invest
these funds in secure taxable instru-
ments, for example, treasury bills.
Returns on this investment can accrue
to the institution while construction
goes on.

Another approach is to issue sufficient
debt toMtablish a fully funded.
debt - service reserve. Under Internal
Revenue"$ervice regulations, up to
15% of the issued debt may be
invested' for the entire term of the debt
at a taxable rate. Positive arbitrage
opportunities should be fully exercised
under the rules of the IRS.

Txx-Euirr 011111111111111 PIPES

Tax-exempt commercial paper is a
financing instrument whose use has
grown tremendously in the past ten
years. This instrument is identical to
commercial paper except that its
isuers enjoy a tax-exempt status. The
maturity of the paper can vary from a
week to 270 days, but normally the
paper is issued for 30, 60 or 90 days.
There are three New York brokerage
firms that make major markets in this-
paper, and perhaps ten others that
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trode in it. This paper is purchased by
corporations, money-market funds,-
and other funds that need short-term
tax - exempt investments.

A major difference between this
instrument and demand notes (instru-
ments of loans that may be redeemed ,

at any time) is that the same quality
paper traditionally sells for about 50
basis points less than demand notes,
and the paper must be reissued a
number of times during each year of
a del a! program. By the some token,
the portion of demand notes that are
pitt also would have to be reissued.
loch year. Thelninual charge for
reissuing the paper is typically they
same regardless of the qumber of
times it must be done in any given year:
A clear advantage in flexibility is
gained by frequently reissuing the
poper. Through this strategy the
amount of outstanding debt con be
adjusted readily upward or down-
ward, depending uponithe needs of
the programs. Shifts can also be mode
in lengths of maturities upon reissue,
to take advantage of short-term
inversions in the yield curves of the
various maturity periods.

VAINABLE-IATE IBIAle MITE

Variable-rate notes can be issued with
puts of a fixed or variable duration
and with specified maturities to obtain
low interest rates for short-term
instruments. The yields are locked"
to some specific market index. A good
index will minimize the risk for the
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notes that will be put when market
yields increase. If notes are put, the
issuer will then have to re-enter the
market and sell the notes again at d
fully competitive market price. Costs
to the underwriter ad the issuer are
a factor to be considered when
engaging frequently in this activity.
Holders of large blocks of such notes 0,
are iria position to negotiate the yields
to some extent when they think the
current yields do not accurately reflect
the market. This makes the selection
of an appropriate market index and
its judicious application most impor-

z tent.

. 'Lir Roos

A variable-rate demand borid that has
a seven-day put and along -term
maturity of 50 to 10 or more years is
commonly called a "low floater." This
instrument is a way of avoiding
high-interest, fixed-rate, long-term
financing. The issuer is financed at a
considerably lower rate of interest
than the current tong-term fixed-rote.
market and ma), establish conditions
of borrowing that permit converting
this instrument to a fixed rate, should
that market prove superior.

VIIIIMME- MO FIM-1111 MIS

Elements of a floater and fixed-rate
bond issue can be combined into one

master indenture agreement, with
provisions to enable the issuer to move
from thevariable-rate to the fixed-rate
bond. A number of conditions can be
defined to determine when this shift is

'permitted and whether the shift is
automatic, tied to a market index or
triggered at the discretion of the issuer.

Imisstlat SviPs

When variable -rote debts are issued,
interest rotes may rise and increase
the cost of the program. Vehicles are
available, however,, to hedge against
such increases. One approach is to fix
the interest rate through an interest-
kite swap. in such a transaction each
of two parties agrees to exchange
(swap) the interest payments due on
its own debt for the iVerest payments
due on the other's debt, with no
exchange of principal. debt. By
matching parties with differing
relative financing advantages in
differentmarIcets, including European.
markets, the effective borrowing costs
for each can be reduced.

A second strategy may be used to
capitalize on the rate advantage of
floating-rate instruments without
incurring the risks associated with
variable rates. Institutions can enter
into agreements with agencies such as
commercial banks, which hove access
to fixed-rate funds b which would
prefer to borrow at a ing rate. By
developing an excho greement,
the issuer can realize a lower fixed-
rate cost of funds than the rate
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available' in Ile traditio-nal fijced-rate.
market. At the some time, the issuer
avoids the variable-interest-rate risk
associated with the short-terni market.

Comma it Maim

A debt-issuance op ram, developed,
to accommodateGfifornia laws
limiting the type and amount of debt
the state could undertake, is now
being used on a fairly broad basis in
this country. The progra, is called
"Certificates of Participation." One of
its important features is that the debt

considered off-book since it is
basically a lease-purchase..The
'debt' is issued in the form of -
certificates by a trustee, genet-Filly a
bank, through an underwriter. The
certificates entitle *divider to the
return of interest and principal over
the period specified. hi case of
default, the certificate holder is
awarded an appropriate portion of
the property for which the debt was
issued.

The funds raised through the sale of
the certificates are made available to
the issuer by thei trustee for the
purpose Setforth in the certificate
program. The issuer gains ownership
of the purchased asset unless there is
a default. The time length of the
certificates varies according to their
purpose. These programs ore a
convenient way of acquiring much-
needed equipment, or buildings
where statutory limitations preclude
debt-financing. While this is not
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COSISI against the.issuer,
when that s financesora
revievfedllie outstanding payments
certainly merit alootnote in any
financial statement., ., .

NWT

With the advent of puts, liquidity
insurance' may be desirable. If a
bond holder elects to OA a bond, ihe

. underwriter must then enter the market
to sell the bond again. When dealing
mill tax-exempt commercial paper,

,the underwriter. must continue to
market new paper.. When the under-
writer enters the market either to
"roll-over" or replace bonds, notes,
orpaper, the marketability of the issue
may be tempoiarily or permanently
gone. The insurer must step in and take

, Ow issue in this circumstance. How-
ever, if this situation is protracted, the
interest rate to the issuer is usually
increased beyond the prime rate until
the problem is resolved. With instru- .

ments such as low floaters and
tax-exempt commercial paper,
liquidity insurance is an important part
of insuring and rating the issue.

e

Pima

In reviewing existing or new,debt
financing, a presentsvalue consider-
ation becomes criti important.
Present value simp rovides a way
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to,cqmpore "apples to apples" when
making decisions on present and
futUre dollark For example, suppose
an institution is considering investing
in a new telecommunications system
that will cost $5 million in today's
dollars. It has the funds to buy the
s*stem and must decide whether to
pay for the system now and avoid
future priceincreases, or to invest the
$5 million and rent the necessary
equipment. It also must decide
whether probable increases in rental
costs make it desirable to issue debt
(or certificates of participation) for $5
million and buy the syitem, assuming
the interest paid for the $5 mi !lion debt
is less of an expenditure than the
anticipated return on its investment of
the $5 million it has in hand. In this
particular illustration,.using the
Treasury Bill rates for the cost -
escalator and current interest rates for
tax-exempt debt, the issuance of debt
for the purchase of such systems is
quite financially attractive, and is an
outright savings over cash purchase.
It is extremely importantin,Inaking any
projection of cost that present value
be an integral part of any calculation.

lemmeners. Imam
ill EMMEN INIT

With the advent of expensive money,
institutions Wit debt outstandinq,
regardless of when issuest Mould
reexamine such debt one fftquent
basis. Certainly fixed-ihterest debt
issued in the early 1980s should be

scrutklized. Outstanding debt,
because of restrictive conditions, may
be 'advantageously paid off or
reissued (the bond "defeased"),
particularly if new debt is needed. If
there is outstanding debt, new debt
would be subordinated to it. The
difference in the cost of interest
between a, subordinated anti an
unsubordinated issue may be more
than enough to make up for the loss,.
of celower interest rote on an earlier
issue.

"Sinking funds" are revenues set
aside for anticipated expenses. These
reserves can accumulate, and they
sometimes represent an attractive
financial opOortunity for an institution.
This may be especially true as debt
issues approach their maturity. If fully
invested at the current taxable yields,
there may be sufficient present value
in the (verve to pay off the remaining
debt on schedule, eliminating addi-
tional future debt-service payments. In.
some situations, institutions actually
might derive additional revenue from
sinking funds. ;

A number of considerations should be
kept in mind when examining debt
structure. Certainly one factorto
consider is the present and future cost'
of debt to the institution. Changing
circumstances of the market as well op
new oppprtunities through tax law
revisions and various interpretations,
may create substantial financial
benefits to an initithtion that restruc-
tureldebt or issues. additional debt.
Greater flexibility irrthe administration
of debt may be ono r reason to
reissue existing nd 4.<'
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fieribt maturities are also an important
consideration. Short-teve! and
mid-term financing, longer maturities
with short-term variable rates, and
various otherprograms may be mixed
together-404;n effort to stabilize
fluduatibg interest rates. Often in the
post, institutions have acquired the
major portion of their equipment
through long-term 30- to 40-year
new- bMilding -financing. Lpng before
these Iwere paid off, however,
most of 14 equipment has either worn
out or become technologically
obsolete. Institutions should seek
alternative arrangemin6for financing
equipment required for any facility
construction, expansion, or renew-

Er tion. By financing the equipment
based on a more reasonable life ,

expedoncy, reduced interest rotes
tinay be obtained. Short-term
may be arranged either as a se rate
debt program, as a component f the
facility borrowing program, or
through a state pool of equipment
fuilds mode available under prear-
ranged debt conditions.

w lemiris
COMIC. limas \

Institutions may gain financial
advantages by creating debt previ-
ously treated as internal loans. Annual
renovations are an example of such
potential capitalization. Alt bough
funds for renovation may becsvai table
at the beginning of a fiscal year, it may
be possible to issue one-year Revenue
Anticipation Notes (RAN) tax-
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exempt rates. Institutions then can'''
invest the local money that would have
been used for renovation in prudent .

taxable instruments for the yeaf, a
positive arbitrage strategy that yields
additional income.

81111111111111

Endowments can provide a vehicle for
additional institutional financial
opportunities, with due attention to IRS
regulations gciverning the use of
tax - exempt contributions. It is difficult
to generalize about this use of
endowments because of the numerous
legal factors involved, but certainly

'such funds can contribute to assess-
ments of an institution's credit-worthi-
ness..

1511111111111111101
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Many institutions are presently
examining areas of joint financial
interest with private enterprise,
particularly in the high%technology
fields. While there are a number of
academic issues that complicate such
partnerships, the potential benefits of
jbining together a taxable enterprise
and a tax-exempt entity justify the
examination of such arrangements.
Syndication is an example of cooper-
ation between institutions and private
enterprise.
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With certain projects, it is advantage-
ous to sell to limited partners a portion
of the equity, or ownership, of a
project. Typical would be a for-profit
project, with both tax benefits on the
front and a residual value or appreci-
ation at the conclusion of the project.
SyndiaVion is a good vehicle to
consider when institutions want to
dovetail foraprofit ventures, wish to
limit their capital input, and have,no
need for the tax benefits involved. The
university would assume the role of
generalral partner and solicit capitol

limited partners. The limited
partners receive the majority of
benefit( from the partnership in its
early years, including tax advantages
from thee investments. Once the
limited partners have received cosh
distributions equal to the sum of their
capitol contributions, the benefits and
ownership of the development ar
divided equally between the ed
and general partners. This st cture
treats all parties fairly and, at the some
time, creates incentives for the general
partner to perform-all of its respon-
sibilities in an efficient and timely
manner. In addition, the structure
raises the maximum amount of equity
perinitted under law, while rei.vding
the general partner with a hiF
percentage of the residual value of the
development.

Syndication kan attractive means of
financing office buildings, elderly
housing, multifamily housing, hotels,
condominiums, golf courses and other
real etstate projects. An institution

should be cognizant of any limitations
under its charter before undertaking a
for-profit project. .1

MUST

The intent of the preceding presenta-
tion is to emphasize to those responsi-
ble for financing collegei and
Universities the importance of effective
debt management. Traditional debt
financing wasbased on low interest
rates and undertaken in spite of a host **,
of legal constraints. Today, institu-
tional debt-financing may provide
opportunities to make money. The
information presented is introductory
and is interAed to 'alert financial
planners to the range of possible
funding sources.

As government sources of support
become more limited, state govern,-
ments should be encouraged to'
change outmoded legal restrictions on
institutional finances in lieu of
increased appropriations. Indeed,
governments Might even assist
institutions in gaining access to debt
instrlionents. The insuring of debt alSo
would assist our institutions. Thetpet
effect of such actions. would be on .

additional financial subsidy to higher
education, assuming institutional
administrators and state higher
education planners ore knowledge-
able enough to take the fullest
advantage of such actions.
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The current state of the nation has
brought into sharp focus the need for
colleges and universities to develop
sources of Anancial support beyond
those traditionally relied upon. The
long-stpnding triad of private philan-
thropy, government subsidy and stu-
dent tuition is no longer sufficient to
ensure institutional stability, viability
and vitality. Institutions must compete
for their fair shares of an increasingly
subdivided economic pie, while shifting
public policies and changing demo=
graphics instigate new and unantici-
pated pressures. lot nly are
particular iniTitutiolls threatened,- but
entire categories of schools face ques-
tionable futures. Perhaps most impor-
tant, students who, until the Mid-1980s,
were reasonably assured of both ac-
cess and choice may find themselves
sharply circumscribed' on both counts,
depending upon how much of the
deficit reduction burden is imposed on

the American higher education
community.

While there are ways institutions con
protect and enhance their existing
sources of financial support, to ensure
survival and growth, institutions must
learn to identify new sources of financ-
ing and stratm'es for putting them to
use. Many of these strategies, while
commonly used in the for-profit and
parts of the nonprofit sectors, hove
only recently been recognized for
their.value to higher education.

Colleges and universities benefit from
provisions of federal and state law
that exempt them from most forms of
taxation. Equally impdrtant, the tax
lows afford significant tax benefits to
9n institution's donors. Discussion in
she following pages reveals how institu-
tions can capitalize upon their prefer-

5
vtax status beyond the Astomary

licitation of alumni and philanthropic
ing, examine the costs to the institu-

tion of that tax status, and explores
ways to recover those costs through
alternative financing mechanisms.
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Every one of the' ax-based financing
programs and options described in
the following pages depends upon
specifwverovisions of federal, and in
some cases state, IOW.' Because of the
volatile nature of the low in this area,
these.examples should be considered
in the context of state law in effect of
this writing. Changes in the law would
require changes in the.tocamples. Any
of these approaches should be sub-
jected to thorough review by cuplifted
legal and accounting personner The
involvement of such counsel will assure
that all aspects of current law are
ascertained, and that the interests of
the institution and the public are ade-
quately protected.

PIM L 11111111111
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Traditionally, the tax-exempt status of
colleges and universities has been
used as a way to encourage individ-
uals, corporations and foundations to
contribute to their support. In the
case of individuals and corporations,
tax-exempt status under ,Section 501(c)
(3) of the Internal Revenue Code' af-
fords a charitable deduction in the
amount of the contribution from their
gross income, in effect making the
government a partner in the donation.
For a foundation, the rule is somewhat
different: since like the institution it is
already tax-exempt, the benefit af-
forded through the tax laws is the
requireMent that foundation support
can only (with certain very limited
exceptions, such as scholarships and
fellowships) go to entities exempt under
Section 501(c)(3). This restriction char,-
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nels large amounts of funds to colleges
and other similarly tax-exempt entities.

But these traditional uses of the tax
exemcition do not exhaust of the possi-
bilities. Changes in the tax laws and
lit general, economic conditions, have
iierserated other opportunities to use
theft provisions for the gnsater good
of an institution. Those who must man
age the finaming of higher education,
whether from within the institution or
external to it, should understand these
mechanisms.

IL INN Imp

The alternative finanting approoc
most commonly used by colleges
universities has historically
exempt bond issue. Based upon ti-
tutional printiples, the law has long
recognized that income derived from
financial obligations of the states and
their instrumentalities'is not subject to
federal tax. Thus, when states either
issue directly or authorize the issuance
of bonds to support colleges and uni-
versities, independent as well as public,
the interest rate necessary to secure a
market for these instruments is substan-
tially less than that for securities whose
interest is taxable.

Traditionally, most bonded debt to
support higher education activities
has been in the form of general obliga-
tion bonds that put the full faith and
credit of the state behind the obliga-
tion. In this mechanism, used to build
most public institutions, the state was
obliged to pay the interest and ulti-:
mutely the principal of the bonds in
the same way as the state might fi-
nance an office building or a bridge.
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The general obligation bond represents
just what its name implies: a general
obligation on the resources of the
state to pay the interest and repay the
principal when due. A problem sur- 4
faces because every state has a de-
fined debt limit which establishes the
maximum amount of money the state
con borrow and have outstanding at
any given point in time. As capital
construction has become more and
more expensive, the ability of-the
states to issue more general obligation
bonds has become constricted.

The revenue bond partially surmounts
this problem. Most commonly used to
finance highways and bridges, where
user feet in the form of tolls can pro-
vide for the payment of interest and
the ultimate repayment of the principal
of the bonds, this approach also has
been used by colleges and universities
to finance auxiliary facilities, such as
parking structures and sports com-
plexes: The income of the facility con-
structed with the proceeds of the sale
of the bond is pledged to service the
bond obligation, thus avoiding the
need for the state to appropriate funds
out of the general treasury for this
purpose. While some higher education
revenue bonds area backed also by the
full-faith-and-credit of the state (that
is, if the pledged revenue is ins dent
to pay the interest or repay the bonds
the state is obliged to make up the
difference) increasingly these bonds
hove been backed only by the re-
sources of the facility built with its
proceeds.

Revenue bonds ore not appropriate
when the facility to be constructed
with bond proceeds has no indepen-
dent, definable income-producing

capacity. Thus, a library or instructional
budding cannot be funded with a
revenue bond, since the building itself
does not generate identifiable revenue
(as compared, for example, to a park-
ing garage which can be expected to
generate a very specific amount of
revenue during its useful life). .

TOe solution is the issuance of bonds
by the state (or an instrument of the
state; such as a city, county or public
authority), that do not financially
obligate the state. These bonds have
become a new force in financing
higher education, especially for the
independent institutipn that bas lacked
access to interest rates and bond pro-
ceeds available to public ipstitutions.
So-called municipal or authority bonds
are issued by the state or its instrumen-
tality (for example, a Higher Education
Assistance Authority), on behalf of
one or more identified institutions. The
institutions receive the proceeds of the
bonds, and they have the obligation
to pay the interest and ultimately to
repay the principal. Whether anyone
will buy such bonds, and at what risk
to the purchaser (which 1n turn signifi-
cantly affects the interest rate), de-
pends upon the financial capacity of
the institution on whose behalf the
bonds are issued and whether there
are other guarantees of performance
(payment of interest and principal
when due). The use of the exempt
bond issue opens entirely new financ-
ing options for colleges and universi-
ties, particularly those in the
independent sector.

The major difficulty with this approach
is the need to demonstrate enough
financial strength to convince the two
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notional bond rating organizations
(Moody's and Standard Poor) to issue
altigh rating to the institution's bonds.
The impact of the decisions of the
rating agencies, which are private
organizations, is enormous: a triple-A
rated bond will carry an interest rate
significantly lower than that of a.,less
well-rated issue, and indeed the latter
may not be marketable at any,` price.
While some institutions can nwlist the
rigorous standards imposed by the
rating organizations, many Mwwise-
respectable institutions would borax-
cluded from this source of capital
were they to be required to rely solely
on their own financial status. Institu-
tions nee4 a way to bolster their status
that is satisfactory to the rating agency
without inflating the cost of the issue.

Fortunately, colleges and universities
that wish to take advantage of this
source of financing con use several
approaches. One techniq is to guar-
antee that first claim on revenues .
of the institution riman tuition) will
be to service the bonds. However,
because of state laws that preclude
putting bondholders ahead of payroll
obligations in the distribution of institu-
tional income, such protection alone
may not be deemed sufficient.

Another approach is to purchase com-
mercially available bond insurance.
This is simply an insurance policy that
guarantees the payment of the bond
obligations in the event the institution
defaults. Such insurance is usually
available at a cost of one or two per-
cent of the total amount financed,
and will generally assure a marketable
bond issue. A few states have estab-
lished public bond insurance to provide
this service to eligible entities at a
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reduced cost, and in some states the
government itself acts as a guarantor
of last resort.

An institution can also enter into a
relationship with a local financial insti-
tution (usua a savings and loan
association) an of loans
and certificates of . In such an
arrangement, the cal borrows an
amount equal to the bondissue and
then redeposits the loan proceeds
with the financial institution in the
form of certificates of deposit held by
a trustee. for the benefit of the bond-
holdea: As long as the institution is
able to service the bonds, the loan
and counterbalancing deposit remains
untouched, but if the college - ults
the amount on deposit is ova .le to
protect the bondholders, with the
financial institution having a lien
against the assets of the college. Tice
actual cost is the interest difference
between the loan from the financial
institution and the interest earned on
the certificates of deposit. Generally,
that amount is about one percent,
which may be less costly than commer-
cially obtained bond insurance. Be-
cause the bondholders are protected
by the trustee -hejd certificates of de-
posit, the boildnecome far more
marketable, and the interest-on the
bond issue may be reduced below the
interest coit of the loan-deposit ar-
rangement.

Long-term bond issues can finance ,"
new construction, or enable the institu-
tion to refinance existing capital debt.
An important attribute of this method
is the ability of institutions to sell bonds
to alumni and friends at a special -

discount, still further improving their
cost-effectiveness.
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In the past, the only limitation on the
use of the municipal bond approach
was the prudence of the issuing agency
and the ability of the ultimate borrow-
ers to service the debt. However, the
enormous growth in the use of this
form of tax-free investment ultimately
caused the Congress to rebel, with
predictable results. Under the provi-
sions of the 198 Deficit Reduction
Act, each state 11-limited in the volume
of non-taxable financing it may Issue,
with the amount based upon a formula
that takes into account population
and economic strength. Many states,
particularly those smaller ones that
have fought hard to obtain new indus-
try through the use of low-cost financ-
ing, have found themselves at or near
their bond issue cap.

However, this limitation has less impact
on higher education financing that
might first be apparent. The provision
capping state-bonded debt also ex-
cludes certain types of bond issues
from the debt limitation. Chief among
these is debt issued for supporting
higher education. Therefore, bonds
issued to support construction of a
new facility or for acquiring needed
equipment are not only outside the
federally imposed cap, but because of
restrictions on the rest of the market,
may actually achieve some favor as t
the only relatively unrestricted invest-
ments. ( ile postsecondary construc-
tion and uipment replacement uses
are outside of the cap, the financing
of *dent loan programs was explicitly
Rut within it. This was intended to
reduce abuse in postsecondary loan
programs, but it has also restricted
access to financing other than the
public till.)

allS1Ell

I. WPM FENNO

A variation of capital bond financing
is the use of short-term tax-exempt
securities to fund the acquisition of
equipment needed for the operation
of the college or university. Most insti-
tutions include the cost of equipment
in their operating budgets, and many
resort to commercial leasing to reduce
the impact of acquiring costly items,
particularly computers. The problem
with this approach is that such, leasing
can be very costly; most commercial
leases are priced at the prime interest
rate plus at least one or two points.
While a single institution could use
bonds such as those described above
to borrow for its equipment needs of
an exempt rate of return, the annual
equipment needs of all save the largest
universities are not extensive enough
to generate the normal $2-3 million
necessa for a successful financings
issue. r smaller offerings, the fixed
costs nd to vitiate the economic
advant of this approach.

The solution is for a group of institu-
tions to joiK together to secure the
issue of pooled-equipment bonds.
Using the techniques described above
for capital bonds, the schools enter
into an agreement with a public au-
thority to authorize the issue of an
aggregat4 amount of bonds, based
upon the fotal annual needs of the
cooperating institutions. (Because of
nuances of state law, it is preferable
to +establish such a pooled fund among
institutions located in the same state.)
Once the bonds are issued, each
school is entitled to draw against the
proceeds to purchase the desired
equipment, which is of course owned
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entirely by that institution. At present, ,

the interest rate on such securities
ranges from about 6% to 8%; far
below the cost of commercial teasing.
Such bonds pay be marketed publicly,
to alumni adfriends of the college,
or placed privately. Several investment
bankers now specialize in such issues.

C n
The cost of capitol ktondsand short-
term securities can be further reduced
through the process of arbitrage, the
reinvestment of the proceeds of a
bond issue between the time the bonds
are sold and the time the proceeds
are actually needed for the project.
Although the IRS has imposed time
limits on such arbitrage activities and
Congress, has further restricted their
use, the available time period is still

'long enough, particularly when applied
to pooled equipment bonds, to sub-
stantially reduce the effective cost to
the institutions. Arbitrage also can be
used successfully in short-term financ-
ing, especially when coupled with a
sophisticated cash management system.

I. Cimasmis If kW= MP=
Historically, persons or corporations
wishing to contribute to the college of
their choice could only get the benefit
of a standard charitable deduction of
the current value of the donation (u
to certain limits), regardless of whether
they contributed cash or equipment.
In response to the need to encourage
the re-equipping of American colleges
and universities with up-to-date scien-
tific equipment, the 1981 economic
Recovery Act provides a special incen-

%a.

five for manufacturers to donatercer-
tain equipment. The.technical
explanation of the benefit is somewhat
complex; the essential result is that, .

for substantially the some net cost to
the donor the college can get signifi-
cantly more benefit: But the technique
is permitted only under certain condi-
tions: the equipment must be for scien-
tific use, it must be used by the
institution for-research or research
training in the physical or biological
sciences for at least 80% of the time,
it must be manufactured by the donor,
it must have been built within two
years of the transfer, the institution
must be the first user, 00 theinstitu-
tion must to restrict the use of
the equi in adordance with the
limitations of tax law. The Deficit
Reduction Act originally would have
eliminated the special benefits
through this program. H , on-
gress decided to continue it o a year-
to-year basis. Its future beyond the
current calendar year remains in some
doubt.

E. Di tan no Ilium Num

As part of the current national interest
in stimulating basic and applied re-
search in American industry, Congress
has passed an dment to the tax
laws that, for thalen4einr'st time, gives indus-
tries a tax credit or incremental re-
search expenditures. Since the details
are complex, only"the broad strokes
of the program ore outlined here. In
addition to being eligible for a credit
for work done in the firm's own labora-
tories, research carried out under
contract with a college or university is
expressly included under the law and
can provide the commercial firm with
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vIry_significant tax benefit. This can
orkourage commercial entities to take
better advantage of the capabilities of
nearby institutions, and provide an
economic stimulus to industry-college
joint ventures. Research and Develop-
ment Limited Partnerships (discussed
below) in which the institution (and in
some cases the state) is a participant,
may obtain the benefits of this provi-
sion through research support contracts
entered into with the institution proper.
Note, however, that the credit is not
available for research outside of the
hard sciences, and remairts in some
jeopardy es a less..than-tofally favored
tax expenditure.

NE IL MIMI TN DIM
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It is an enduring truth that what the
government gives it may also take
away. Certainly, in affording colleges
and universities exemption from 'taxa-
tion the government has granted them
a very substantial benefit. But the
removal of most tax liability also re-
moves access to certain benefits of the
tax law. Most notabke among these is
the deduction allowed for the deprecia-
tion of capital facilities, both buildings-

ofid equipment. Depreciation is in-
tended to allow the taxpayer to recover
a portion of the original cost of the
facility in the course of its statutorily
defined useful life by reducing taxable
income by on amount equal to the
annual depreciation. While nonprofit
and for-profit entities may treat depre-
ciation in the same manner on their
books, only the taxpaying entity bene-

fits from deducting depreciation from
gross income to reduce the net income
upon which taxes are calculated. Thus,
while depreciation serves a valuable
accounting purpose for all organiza-
tions, in reflecting on their balance
sheet% on allocation for replacement
of capitol facilities, it serves theaddi-
tional purpose for taxpaying entities
of reducing their net taxable income.

Colleges and universities, because
they pay no taxes on their exempt
activities, cannot take advantage of
this deduction. However, this does not
Prevent the property from depreciating
pt the same rate or requiring replace-
ment on the same schedule as property
held by a taxpayer. Pillions of dollars
of tax benefits are lost because institu-
tions have been unable to reap the
value of the depreciation allowance.
However, an interesting characteristic
of certain tax benefits, including depre-
ciation, is that they can be sold. By
applying the appropriate alternative
financing techniques, this tax benefit
can be turned to the advantage of
the institution. However, recent changes
in the tax laws have sharply curtailed
the degree to which depreciation and
similar tax benefits may be traded
between parties to a transaction, and
the individual transaction must be
closely scrutinized to determine its tax
consequences.

A. Ts SiiMmisma

in recent years, a considerable number
of tax-exempt organizations, including
public agencies, have discovered a
straightforward way to recover this
value: the tax-exempt entity sells its
building or equipment to an entity
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that canuse the depreciation deduc-
tion, usually a limited partnership
especially established for this purpogie.
The limited partnership then leases
the building or equipment back to the
tax exempt organization for the latter's
exclusive and sole use,usually with a
provision in the lease for the resale of
the property back, to the exempt entity
at the er4..oif the lease term. This has
been a (rent' effective way to transform
the previously lost depreciation benefit
into significant financial gain for the
tax exempt entity. Since the limited
partnership can use the depreciation
allowed on the property as a tax shel-
ter for itriners, the tbx exempt
entity provides the partnership with
the full depreciation benefit deduction
by selling the building. The partnership
returns a portion of the value of that
benefit to tlitiiftstitiltion in the form of
reduced lease costs. Thus, a building
may e sold to the limited partnership

10 million, but the discounted
value the college will have to pay out
in lease costs over the fifteen years of
the lease might be only $9 million.
The $1 million difference is the col-
lege's share of the no-longeradormant
depreciation. A further benefit can be
derived from leveraged-lecise projects,
where the limited partners put up only
a small portion of the cash, with the
rest coming from financing obtained
by the partnership. Unlike the tax-
exempt institution, the limited partner-
ship can deduct the interest cost for
the financing, providing. further deduc-
tions, the benefit of which can be
shared with the inititution..

A primary advantage of this technique
is the transformation of a fixed asset
into -cash. The proceeds of investing
income from the sale of a campus
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building, can assure meeting the lease
payments while at the same time creat-
ing a Aromatic improvement in the
cash position of the institution. Sale-
leaseback arrangements, particularly
when coupled with significant leverag-
ing, can be especially attractive for
alumni and friends of the institution: a
donor who might be expected to make
a $5,000 cash donation might well be
willing to put up ten times that amount
to participate in a limited partnership
acquiring a building from his or her
alma mater on a sale-leaseback.

It should be noted that throughout
this discussion we have talk about
the safe of buildings, without ever
mentioning the land upon which they
sit. Because land is not depreciable,
there is no advantage in inckiding it
in a sale-leaseback arrangerrInt.
Indeed, there are significant arguments
for keeping the ownership of the land
in the institution's name. First, in a
few states only land that is owned by
an educational institution as well as
used for educational purposes is ex-
empt from property taxes. A sale-
leaseback that subjects the property
to local taxation would vitiate the
(value of the new- four depreciation
and other tax benefits! Second, by .-
keeping title to the land, the institution
can ensure that the owner- lessor of
the building does nothing to it that is
contrary to the interests of the institu-
tion. Thus, when the institution sells a
building, it also enters into a lease
with the new owner to allow the latter
to use the institution's land that lease
can contain provisions strictly limiting
the use of the landand the buildings
upon itin accordance with the wishes
of the institution. If the owner of the



building should subsequently go bank-
rupt or otherwise change hands, the
ownership of the land upon which the
building sits will protect the interests
of the institution. Third, by keeping
title to the kind, the institution retains
on its books its most substantial perma-
nent asset, an item of consequence to
donors, creditors and accreditors alike.

Sale-leaseback arrangements have
been every bit as attractive to public
institutions as to other tax- exempt
organitations. Indeed, many local
governments are using this same device
to raise cash and decrease costs. In a
growing number of communities, even
City Hall has been sold to partnerships
thCit in turn lease it back to the city
for its use! Public colleges have been
able to take advantage of the same
benefits, and most states now allow
such arrangements. (Such a sole-lease-
back not only adds to the institution's
finances, but is attractive to,the state
os a way to reduce pressure on the
tax-generated budget.) However,
sale-leasebacks of qiisting property
have been sharply curtailed by the
1984 tax revisions. The considerable
benefits that flowed to investors have
been sharply curtailed by provisions
that eliminate access to accelerated
depreciation and otherwise make such
arrangements rather less economically
attractive that has been the case in
the recent past. This does not mean,
however, that sale-leasebacks ore not
a viable way of helping to finance an
institution. They remain a useful
weapon in the alternative financing
arsenal, albeit with a somewhat re-
duced striking force. The key is whether_
the property sold and then leased
back had previously been used foe the
purposes of the exempt organization.

MINIM ---I

If this was the case, then the new
restrictions apply. However, sale-lease-
back arrangements are also useful for
new construction, which acid many
of the limitations imposed on such
transactions where the property was
originally in use bx_the exempt organi-
-zation. rw use of tax-exempt konds
to financeta major portion of the cost
of construction can be coupled with a
sale-leaseback to improve the economic
viability of a project. The institution
may also be able to. link such ap-
proaches with ot14 forms of govern-
ment assistance, such as Urban
Development Action Grants (U
which can significantly decrease
effective cost of ttie project. (UDAGs
customarily provide from ten to twenty
percent of the project cost, with an
interest rate, over a thirty -year life, of
about three percent.)

L Wag
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In addition to the economic value of
the depreciation allowance; past sale-
leaseback arrangements have captured
the newly enacted Rehabilitation and
Preservation tax credits. In this case,
a recurring institutional problem can
become an asset: an oldbuilding in
need of rehabilitation becomes more
attractive as the targpt of a sale-lease-
back arrangement. When a limited
partnership, perhaps mode up of
alumni and friends, purchases the
property from the college and rehabili-
tates it, it can benefit from the rehabili-
tation tax credit as well as the
depreciation deduction and the deduc-
tion for interest costs. The older the
building the better, as the rehabilitation
tax credit increases with the-age of
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the structure: the credit for a building
30 to 39 years old is 15%, rising top
20% for buildings over 40 years of
age, and to a' full 25% of rehabilitation
costs for "certifteVelistoric structures."
The building must at. least thirty
years Old, at least three quarters of
the building's external wallkmost be
retained, and the rehabilitation must
be "substantial." While rehabilitation
tax c are available only for prop-
erty usecit for comMercial or Ptdustrial
purposet (which would include college
operatiOnstpresservation credits can
be thiltilior any eligible structure.
However, like tax advantages
arising out of sale-feasebada of pre-
existing property the. new tax Or'ovi-
sions red ce the economic advantages
arising out of this program (although
they do not, as was feared, eliminate
them).

I ban but bens

The 1981 Economic Recovery Act also
encouraged investment in energy-
saving equipment by providing yet
another special tax credit. Structuring
a mechanism to make this tax advan-
tage of benefit too college resembles
the standard tale-leaseback. In this
case, however, the college contracts
with a for-profit entity, usually a limited
partnership consisting of a generdl
partner in the energy business and a
number of limited partner investors to
provide new energy-saving equipment
or the upgrading or rehabilitation of
existing equipment. Once the equip-
ment is fully, depredated, it con be
either donated or' sold to the institu-
tion. In.the former case,.the partner-
ship gets a charitable deduction on
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top of other tax benefits. Qualified
equipment includedsolar, wind.or

lectric facilities, ricycling equip-
merit, and equipment used for "alter-

.

native energy sources." So far, this
tax benefit remains generally available:

L Fsnumart Amu Moo MS
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While colleges and universities differ
from for-profit otlanizations in many
significant ways, flw also share many
attributes. Among these is the
for capital to adiance research
ties, and the capability to exploit dis-
coveries to benefit the institution and
encibletito better carry out its mission.
In thP post, the cost of research, activi-
ties, whether basic or applied, was
usually. defrayed through a combina-
tion of governmeat grants, and con-
tracts as well as philanthropic support
The latter often included gifts from
industries that might ultimately benefit
from the fruits of the research, but
without any restrictions th would
limit the use of any dis,K4ries to the
donor. Indeed, a limitation of that
port wos,4d change the nature of the
gift and preclude the donor from de-
ducting its value as a charitable contri-
bution.

As the economics of higher educatiotl
and industry have shifted, it is becom-
ing increasingly apparent that the
traditional means of financing institu-
tion-based research are no longer
adequate to the rapidly changing
technologies and particularly to the
need for more sophisticated (and
costly) equipment to carry out that
research. Institutions are also recogniz-
ing that in many fields, such as elec-
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tonics and biotechnology, thei
discoveries need to get into the market
very quickly or be superseded by
further advances.'The traditions of
patent protection and a leisurely recov-
ery of rlties have been superseded
in many f by rushing a discovery
to market in order to obtain a brief,
but substantial economic advantage
before the discovery is rendered
obsolete. ,

The tax-exempt status of colleges and
universities precludes them from di-
rectly taking advantage of the, major
'attribute of our economic system: the
ability to sell a share of ownership as
a means of generatin capital funds.
American business is nded on_thei
principle that passive participation
through investment is the way to ac-
quire a capital base. Obviously, a
college cannot sell stock or take in
partners iri return for a share of its
profits (assuming for a moment that
such o thing as profits could exist in
the context of an entire institution).
The tax lows expressly forbid an entity
exempt from taxation ',rider Internal .

Revenue Code 501(c)(3) from distribut-
ingincome (or profits) to anyone,
except in direct recompense for goods
or services. Thus, an institution can
pay interest for the use of.someone
else's money, but it cannot sell stock
and pay out dividends derived from
its get income.

This limitation makes it more difficult
to raise capital to fund the heavy
front-end costs of research. Fortunately,
there are ways through which a college
or university can acquirse such funds
outside of the traditional routes of
goveitornent largesse and private phi-
lanthropy, mutes enhanced by evolu-
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lions in the nature of the economy,
'the tax laws and the charader of
scieritific research. '4r-ft

An attractive technique that is being
promoted by the U. S. Department of
Commerce is the establishment of
Research and Development Limited
Partnerships. Through this device, fhb,
institution and one or more private
entities (which. may be corporations
interested in the product of the re-
search effort, investors seeking a share
of The value to be developed, or both),
establish a separate a 'in the form
of a limited partnership. The limited
partnership is capitalized by the private
parties, with the institution as the gen-
eral (or managing) partner. The limited
portrwship then enters into a contract
with the institution for the conduct of
appropriate R&D ceivitiet with.the
contract expressly providing for a
shoring of the value generated by the
research. This value may be in the
form of royalties on inventions, the
sharing of rights of use; or exclusivity
arrangements. .The limited partnership.
uses its capitol to purchase equipment
which it then leases to the institution
to carry out its R&D program, enhance
ing the availability of state-of-the-art
technology without.the need to exhaust
scarce institutional funds. The payment
for the lease can be a share of the
income generated by the discoveries,
or a right of first commercial exploita-
tion. The limited partnership can do-
nate the equipment to the institution
at-the end of the lease term, affording
itself a tax advantage and of course
further benefiting the institution.

A similar configuration can be accom-
plished through the creation of a sub-
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sidiary for-profit R&D corporation,
although at present the tax laws favor
the limited partnership form. In either
case, the benefits, of deductibility of
interest casts, R&D and other of invest-
ment tax credits, as well as the ability
to raise private capital without recourse
to charitable funds, provide further
advantages to this form of venture.

It is also possible for an institution to
enter into a joint venture with a for -
profit entity to develop and-exploit
commercially marketable invention*:
The creation of a R&Dlimited partner-
ship is one type of joint venture iThe'
joint venturers share the costs, risks
and potential profits in accordance
with a contractual agreement: for
example, the commercial partner may
agree to provide the capital to acquire
necessary equipment and facilities in
return for a right of first commercial
exploitation, with the institution receiv-

or percent-ing an agreed-upon
age of the profits from suc
exploitation. A graphic n entation
of some of the types of re onships
passible through these vehicles will be
found at the end of this discussion.

In entering upon any of these relatiop-
ships, it is important to be cognizant
not only of their tax and economic
consequences, but also the potential
for conflict with federal (and to a
lesser extent, state) antitrust laws.
While the federal government has
recently sought fo encourage R&D
efforts that in previous years might
have been unacceptable to the Anti-
trust Division of the-Department of
Justice, if is still important to review

' the proposed relationship with great
core to avoid the unexpected, and
potentially costly, antitrust problem.
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On the other hand, the traditional
reluctance of birsiness to enter into
such relationships because of the risk
of antitrust violations has been less-
ened* this change in government
attitudes, which opens new opportuni-
ties for institution-industry cooperation.
The several semiconductor research
centers established at major universities'
by a consortium of semIcondudor
firms for this.inclustry
has advanCrid in owing its (ear
of autornatic.ari st sanctions. How-
ever, the recent Supreme Court decision
(Donovan V. San Antonio Metropolitan
Transit Al.otharity) raises the spectre of
the extension of the coverage of the
an9rust laws to the states, an outcome
that could adversely affect the use of
this vehicle.

1111111111Y

In today's highly competitive environ-
ment, colleges and universities can no
longer afford to rely on traditional
means of generating revenue and
acquiring capital funds. Current eco-'
nomie conditions c be turned to the
advantage of those institutions knowl-
edgeable in the ways of the financial
marketplace and willing to venture
into alternative financing. While these
approaches must be entered into with .
care, foresight and considerable pro-
fessional guidance, e4iert advice and
do caution 'can minimize risks and
eftnce benefits. The changes in the
tax code that have been successively
wrought in 1981 and 1984, and that
are likely to occur'. during to tenure
of the 99th Congress, substantially je
complicate the planning and implemen-
tation tax-based alternative %ant-

.ing strategies. But those .changes do
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not obviate the opportunity to take
advarrtage of the tax lows to improve
the financial situation of both public
and pilvote postsecondary institutions.

Wait ---I

They do, however, the use of
considerable care in design and
execution of any strategies in this
arena.
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Those involved in alIckating fiscal
resources at the state level are hearing
increasing concern from the campuses
about the state of equipment in our
institutions of higher education. Most
faculty members and administrators
would agree that the shortage and
obsolescence of research cfild
instructional eqUipment are among
the more pressinoblems facing
higher education-today. Regrettably,
we ore confronted with this problem
at a time when few colleges and
universities are provided the addi-
tional fiscal resources to address it.
This paper presents an overview of
this problem, describes the experience
of Virginia Tech, and develops a
strOtegy for addressing the problem
through innovative financing
techniques.

A 1980 study conducted by the
National Science Foundation found
that the equipment in the laboratories
and classrooms of colleges and
universities was approximately twice
the age of comparable, equipment ih

industry. This means that higher
education institutions are training
students on equipment that is fre-
quently obsolete. Upon entering
commercial research laboratories or
manufacturing operations, graduates
must be retrained before they ore able
to contribute appropriately to the
enterprises in which.they are engaged.
Perhaps more important, the contribu-
tion of higher education to national
research and development initiativesN
is constrained. For example, new
research initiatives often are not
updertaken or are undertaken under
less-than-optimal conditions, because
institutions lack state-of-the art
laboratory equipment.

If this serious national problem is
allowed to continue, it is likely that the
United States will find itself in a
predicament similar to that of the late
1950s whim the launching of Sputnik
jolted the country out of its compla-
cency..Obsolete and insufficient
scientific equipment in our colleges
and universities is jeopardizing4the
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country's relative position in interna-
tional trade, defenand in the world
economic system.

What can our colleges and universities
do to address this problem? When we
at Virginia Tech examined this
problem, we concluded that, despite
increased recognition of equipment
needs in the appropriations process,
self-help was the only way we were
going to make immediate and
substantial progress. Even though
legislative and federal appropriations
have continued to grow, the rate of

has greatly stowed and the
xed experises of operating an

institution of higher education
(salaries, employee bitnefits, and,.
utility costs) constitute a large portion
of an institution's budget. Adminis-
trators who get down to the bottom
line of the budget and aqempt to find
new monies for equipment frequently
find very little to go around.

TIE sin RN I ,

At Virgin' Tech, we assembled a
small gra within the university
adminis ion to chart a course of
action that would enable us to
upgrade the equipment in our
laboratories and classrooms. Early in
our deliberations we realized that we
did not possess within the university all
the expert necessaryse necessa to determine
the most conomical and efficient
ways address the equipment
problem. First, we discovered that any
discussion of financing equipment
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very quickly focuses on tax law: We
do not have, and I suspect that very
few institutions do, experts in tax law
who understand the implications of
investment tax credits, sale-leaseback
arrangements, or any of the other
financing schemes that we read about
from time to time. Second, we found
that any kind of deficit financing
involves complex technical consicleraL
tions of arbitrage low, which governs
the extent and conditions under which
money can be borrowed at a tax-
exempt interest rate and reinvested for
o period of time at a higher interest
rate. We did not have anyone on our
staff trained in this area. Third, we had
been approached by donors and
entrepreneurs wanting to enter into
lease-gift arrangements in which the
University would lease equipment and
facilities fora certain number of years
before it would be acquired as a gift.
We had no way of really determining
whether the economic cost-benefit of
those array would be a plus
or a minus for the institution. We
concluded very quickly that we
needed help.

To obtain this help, we issued a
Request for Proposal to employ a
financial consulting firm. We sent RFPs
to investment banks, bond counsel
firms, financial consultants and "big
eight" accounting firms. After review-
ing the responses, we selected Peat,
Marwick, and Mitchell's higher
education .. sultcmt practice in New
York. We lected an accounting firm
rather n a financial consultant,
investment bank, or bond counsel
because we wanted a firm that could
bring together expertise in real estate,
taxation, financial analysis, and
higher education.

e
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As soon as we selected Peat, Marwick
and Mitchell, we met to develop a
plan. We began by asking the
following questions: What is it that we
need to do? What are our university's
particular needs? What do we really
want to find out about financing
equipment and related f:rair=ge
Defining the plan at an
helps define what the itudy is going to
cost.

11116111111111111111111111111

BSCOU*0 cost is always a factor,
consider taking these -;everal steps to
minimize it.

First, use internal staff as much as
possible. In the early stages of the
study, much information has tp be
assembled, but it is not necessary to
pay consultants to pull together
information that staff members
already have collected and/or
compiled.

Second, set a timetable and insist that
it be met. If the timetable is not met,
the study can become interminable
and very expensive.

Third, focus the study on your institu-
tion: forget about the rest of the world
fora minute and think about what you
really need to know.

Fourth, put together a small manage-
ment group to oversee the study. This
group might be composed of a senior
financial staff member, a staff
member from institutional research,
and staff members from the legal
counsel's office and the academic
affairs office.

At Virginia Tech, we identified four
components for our equipment
financing study. First, we put together
a general overview of the university
that addressed the following ques-
tions: What is the corporate structure
of the university? What are the
university - related corporations (such
as incorporated alumni associbtions,
foundations, aid athletic associations)
that can cipate in a financiparti ng
venture? What are the bekefits and the
liabilities-of setting up a for-profit
subsidiary of, a.Matiori or of the
institution itself? What kind of
partnership arrangements can be put
together with alumni, or investors, and
are they desirable/ What are the
various means of debt financing?
Most institutions are well acquainted
with issuing revenue bonds, usually for
the dorm and dining systems. They are
not as well acquainted with issuing
industrial developmen bonds or
tax-exempt corn fal paper.

a
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Studies should examine the various
fieg vehicles available in the
marknankiace, such as lease financing,
the tax-exempt municipal lease,
sale-teaseback arrangements, and
shared savings contracts. The study
should also examine appropriations
from the state and federal government,
gifts and grants, equipment grant
programs, and loan programs.
Indirect cost recoveries also should be
viewed as a possible financing
vehicle. Consider methods of captur-
ing indirect cost recoveries from
research contracts and using those
monies to finance equipment. Look at
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private sector funding and corporate
equipment gifts.

'Many institutions are engaged in
capital funds campaigns. Such -
ventures offer additional ities
to address equipment ne A
&mbar of manufacturers of scientific
equipment have programs through
which equipment can be obtained ot
greatly reduced or no costs. Make
certain that manufacturer's develop-
ment offices are fully aware of your
institution's, needs and corporate and
government equipment programs.

4
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The second part of the study was what
we called on internal scan. The
internal scan looks athe overall
organizational structure of the
university, programmatic develop-
ments and plans of the various
colleges, physical plant resources,
and the university's master plan. We
took a very careful look at the
financial condition of the institution.
This was particularly importantfoi us,
because as we progressed in the
study, debt issuers and donors asked
ys for detailed financial information.
We looked at the university's longterm -
debt and carefully assessed the
university's ability to undertake
additional debt. We looked at lease
commitments, an often overlooked
financial liability. We found that no
one had ever before pulled together
all of the university's financial
commitments.
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We looked also at the availability of
debt collateral. This is a very important
consideration in debt financing
because many debt issues require
collateral.

Num I1
Possible source of collateral include
auxiliary reserve funds and unre-
stricted endowment funds. RemeMber
that the usesof qualifying funds as
collateral permits the institution to
benefit from the funds in two ways.
First, the funds, by serving as collat-
eral, will allow the institution to
borrow money. Second, the collateral,
except in the event of default, is
untouched. It costs nothing to use these
funds as collateral.

The last and perhaps most important
part of the internal scan is a look at a
pay back schedule for any debt that
will be incurred.

PINION MI 11111T Saw

dmember that debt service represents
future expense to the institution. Be
very careful early in the study to

)dentify your potential to pay bock the
money you borrow without putting the
inoitution in a position where you
mortgage the future. Also, work out on
obsolescence schedule of the equip-
ment you ore going to fingnce.
Nothing could be any less palatable
than to haiie a piece of obsolete
equipment that still has three years of
debt service remaining. Never borrow
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money for a period longer than the DI MINI PIN 4
expected life of the equipment.
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The third port\anofthe study we called
an external scan. This was a part in
which consultant:al:0yr! a largo role.
We liaoked at economic
trends, including inflation rates,
interest-rate forecasts, and the
tax-exempt debt market. We did a
thorough analysis of federal tax
provisions. We examined the implica- .

tions of varioukfinancing arrange-
, merits to unrelated business income,

investment tax credits, accelerated
depreciation, and other considera-
tions that require a very thorough
understanding of federal and state tax
codes. We looked at state-code
provisions relating to the acquisition
of real property and equipment by the
institution such things as the -'s
public procurement act, the ind "al
development bondcct, the i n's
autholity to incur debt under the state
code, and the state lows and regula-
tions pertaining to facility construction.
All of these things vary from state to
state. Private institutions are one step
ahead because they do not have to be
concerned with a number of gov-
ernmental considerations that can
hinder innovating financing arrange-
ments. Because wed id have to obtain
approvals from state government, we
thought it important to have a

. respected national accounting firm
standing behind us before we sent our,
proposals to the state government.

The fourth and final part of the study
was an evaluaticm of financing
scenarios, the specific financing_
aura is and deals we wolfed to
look at. n, outsicki help served us
well. We sid at-variamos building-
acquisition plans and various equip-
ment-acquisition plans wit a view to
the baltom-line cost of what we
proposed, the coMplexity of doing it,
the political risk involved in doing
and the ability of the institution to
control the ongoing contract.

Maw Ram
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An institution must be very careful in v.
any financing arrangement not to lose
control its ability to manage the
.property or equipment once it is
.acquired. As a result of these concerns,
you may decide to eliminate several
financing arrangements that look .

good otherwise.
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This study took us about three months
to complete. We then met with Peat,
.Marwick and Mitchell to see what
conclusions we might draw. Several
were apparent:
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First, we learned that acquiring
equipment was a much less complex
task than acquiring physical
facilities. We decided to eed
with equipment financi i est and
lay aside facility projects r the
present.

Second, we found that purchase
arrangements appeared preferable
to lease arrangements for several
reasons. Perhaps the most surprising
was that leases and lease-purchase
contracts frequently proved more
costlyjover time than debt-financed
purclEses. The federal tax legisla-
tion that governs lease and sale -
leasebk arrangements is very
unsettled right now. Congress is
considering several bills to correct
perceived abuse's that have resulted
from some orthe more exotic
sale-leaseback deals. Third, the
purchase arrangement seemed best
toys because vie did not have to
grant a security interest in the
equipment. We would not have to
keep up with the equipment and go
back to the leasing company every
time we wanted to sell, trade, or
relocate an item.

Third, we found that it was better to
use the university itself as the debt
issuer rather than a uniVersity-
related corporation such as alumni
association, foundation, etc. This is
a matter than undoubtedly will vary
from state to state. In Virginia,
charitable organizations cannot
issue tax-exempt debt, nor does it
appear they can issue industrial
revenue bonds. This is not true in all
states. But in Virginia, the university
itself could realize savings by
issuing tax-exempt debt. We also
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found that very exacting standards
must be met by funds intended for
use as collateral. Tax counsel is a
must in these considerations.

Fourth, we discovered as a part of
the equipment issue, we could also
refinance some existing facility debt
we carried at a high interest rate
odebt we incur about two years
earlier when interest rates were
much higher.

And last, we conclude d that the most
cost-efficient way to finance the
equiprretnt would be through
university-issued tax-exempt
variable -rate demand notes.

The decision to issue debt in the name
of the university was made after
examining options for issuing the debt
through a state agency such as a
higher education facilities authority.
This option, though discarded after
preliminary conversations with state
officials, remains a vehicle to be
explored in the future. Use of a state
level authority to issue debt could
permit a consolidated equipment
pucka fie to be fwut together for several
institutions within a state. It may also
avoid the need for individual institu.
tions to collateralize equipment debt.
Many institutions, particularly smaller
or newer ones, will not have sufficient
qualifying funds to serve as collateral.

NMI, TIE

We proceeded immediately to
prepare another Request for Proposal,



which we sent to investment banking
firms and the large banks in Virginip.
The RFP asked for p Is to
finance up to $11,000 r I worth of
equipment and $2,000,000 in facility
debt.

When institutions putp.ther debt-
finbncirig RFPs, the4 are several
offices in the institution that likely will

A become involved the Purchasing
Department, Finance Office, and
Legal Counsel. This is particularly true
for public institutions.
From the proposals` we received:

We found, first, that the rnarkel was
very for higher-education
debt. a received 14 responses to
our RFP, from large national
investment banks to banks in our
region.

Second, we found that some debt
underwriters lacked knowledge of
the laws and regulations governing
tax-exempt debt issued by institu-
tionspf higher education. This
suggests that one has to be very
careful in assessing the level of
expertise of the lender you select to
issue your debt.

Third, we found that some tough
negotiation is required to structure
that debt in such a way that the
institution's use of its collateral is not
impaired.

Fourth, we, learned that major
municipal,debt underwriters tend to
have lower rates but higher fees.
Conversely, regional banks tend to
have higher rates and lower fees.'
Careful analysis is require&to
determine the most cost-effective

arrangement. Our consultant was of
rent assistance in coming to a

-line cost among the various
proposals received.

The manner in which we structured the
debt issue using tax-exempt,
variable-rate d notes
permitted us to at less than
50% of the prime rate. This innovative
debt structure is fairly new in the public
debt market but is certain to be used
by an increasing number of colleges
and gniversities. The variable rate on
these notes makes them essentially an
overnight money-market investmeni.
The incorporation of provisions into
the notes so the investor can "put the
note bark" on seven-days notice
protects the investor from unfavorable
future interest rates, thereby resulting
in a lower interest rote to the issuer.
The incorporation of call provisions in
these notes perm the university to
call them back at any time, should it
wish to pay off all or a portion of the
indebtedness prior to maturity.,

.

We built into the notes a liquidity
feature, or line of credit, whereby the

ank must hold the -notes at a stated
interest rate if they are" put back" and
cannot be remarketed. We were able
to work into the-terms with the bank
an interest-rate cop, which. would
protect against large upturns in
interest rates; and an option to convert
a portion of the debt to a fixed rate
should interest rotes decline to an
attractive level.:

,

We also provided on option under
which the university can reborrow up
to the maximum amount of the note at
arty time during the five-year note's
term. This permits the institution to pay
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off a portion of the indebtedness as
funds become available and then
reborrow the funds as other equipment
needs are addressed.

Although using variable -rate debt is
an attractive option, the institution
must exercise caution to protepct itself
from future interest rate fluctuations.
Incorporation of the provisions just
-discussed con prolide a sufficient
comfort level while still obtaining for
the institution the substantial interest
savings. .

In retrospectit is ear that innovative
financing for equi t and facilities
has had a substantial and positive
impact on the University. We have
been aileto bring about significant
improvement in the quality and
quantity of our laboratory, computing, -

and instructional equipment that we
otherwise would not have had. Faculty'
morale has been enhanced. The
perception of the university by state
government and the corporate
community also has been enhanced

because we demonstrated that we
were able to do something innovative
to help ourselves.

Perhaps of greatest importance has
been an expanded view of what is
possible in a time of fiscal constraint.
As a result of information and
expertise gained in this project, the
university has moved to address other
equipment and facility needs through
participation in corporate programs
for equipment acquisition, the
creation of "an auxiliary enterprite to
manage the purchase and lease-pur-
chase of personal computers by
students, and the issuancel,f the ,

. state's first variable-rate revenue
bond to finance a warehouse facility
and student housing. It is clear that
other initiatives, utilizing other
techniques, will be required in the
years ahead. Those universities which
effectively organize to take advantage
of the opportunity for innovation can
face the future with increased confi-
dence. it

I
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&Ma IL IMES
Director
State Council of Higher Education in Virginia

The vitality of'higher education in the
1990s and beyond is jeopardized by
many of the same problems faced by
the national economy in general and
major industries in particular. Well-
established companies that have not
kept up with new technology and
changing market.demands have lost
out to companies whose equipment
and 'methods are designed for the
contemporary market. Industries that
have failed to invest in the future have

gt been displaced.

Higher education, as a national enter-
prise, could find itself in the same
circumstances. The great expansion of
postsecondary education in the 20
years following World War II has left
many institutions with educational
equipment that was acquired during
the building boom and is now obsolete.

A 1111111Ut

In April 1984, the Notional Science
Foundation, in a study of equipment

in ettiineering, computer and) physical
sciences, concluded that about one-
fourth of thq equipment in use in 1982
was obsolete. Tice aggregate purchase
price of the surveyed research equip-
ment in these three disciplines at a
sample' 4 irstitutions was $904 million.
As NSF exklnds the; study to encom-
pass agricultural, biological, environ-
mental and medical programs, the
extent of the problem will be better
underpood. Even without generalizing
the NSF finding to other academic
disciplines or to other sectors beyond
this sample of doctoral institutions, we
can see that the magnitude of the
national problem is enormous.

An earlier NSF study, conducted in
1980, found that educational'institu-
tions were using obsolete equipment
to train students for careers in research
laboratories and manufacturing indus-
tries, where state-of-the-art equipment
is in place. The study showed that
classroom and laboratory equipment
in universities was about twice the
age of comparable equipment in pri-
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vote industry. In the post five years,
increasingly rapid technological devel.:

, opment has exacerbated postsecon-
dory equipment deficits even more.

For a variety of reasons most institu-
tions are underequipped and unpre-
pared to deal with the problems of
obsolete or aging equipment invento-
ries:

a. Educational equipment often is
purchased originally as part of
the cost of capital projects.

is focused on the expected
I life of the buildings and

does not consider the shorter
useful life of the equipment. Subse-
quent acquisitions of equipment
for educational and general pro-
grams come from the operating
budgets of the institutions in years
when funding levels permit discre-
tionary allocations for educational
equipment.

b. Educational institutions do not
depreciate capital investments
and do not accumulate operating
reserves to replace worn-out and
obsolete educational equipment.
Management decisions that reduce,
operating costs are not rewarded
by making the savings available
for other uses, but ordinarily
result in year-end reversions and
budget reductions.

c. Years of budgetary.constraint and
increases in mandatory costs .
have diverted funds away from
the acquisition of educational
equipment.

d. Demand-for adequate educational
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e.

equipment has broadened to
more academic uses as new
applications are -- possible
by improved instrumentation. A
widening of degree pro-
grams is, .

who W " skiff
unless aging .1 equip-
ment is continuously replaced.

Only the largest and wealthiest
institutions have had the fiscal
and administrative capacities to
arrange attractive short-term
financing for essential equipment.

TR NINA ilIPMEITAIMPIMI

,
in Virginia, a recent study of equip-
ment inventories in educational and
general programs resulted ih the con-
clusion that the movable equipment
inventory of the state's public, colleges
and universities vas worth about $600
million. The educational equipment is
estimated to be about one-half of the
total inventory, or $300 million. The
average useful life of educational
equipment is about seven years.

There are three aspects of maintaining
a satisfactory inventory of educational
equipment: reploci worn-out equip-
ment, replacing krscent equipment,
and acquiring equ t that is
needed but not bid. We esti-
mated that the first f these can be
handled through nor operating
budget appropriati if approxi-
mately 8% of the re ement value
of the invgystory is a ropriated
arrnua



Ovetcoming accumulated equipment
obsolescence in Virginia's colleges
and universities, however, will cost .

about $100t.million. In addition, an
annual appropriation of about kme-
seventh of the replacement valise of
the educational equipment inventory
(over $40 million) would thenceforth
be required to replace eqUipment as it
becomes obsolete. These sums proba-
bly exceed the scope of regular
appropriation.

Acquiring needed equipment to remedy
deficiencies could cost as much as:
=$IM) million more. The Virginia Council
of High* Education estimates that the
academic computing equipment defi-
ciency is about $43 million and that
wgsneering pfbgram equipment is
deficient by $20 million to $30 million.
Again, these amounts probably exceed
the scope of regular appropriations,
especially when they. are in addition
to appropriaticins for normal equip- 1
mint replacement.

C

CRUM BNITS MEN

4
Institutions need funding mechanisms
to support educational equipment
replacement, both in times of rapid
change and of relatively stable enroll-
ment. Technological advances will
continue to accelerate-the pace at

'which equipment becomes obsolete
land to increase the need for regular.
jnfusions of equipment funds for techni-
cal educational programs.

Col active to acquire, equipment
thro the issuance of dtabt hove the
potentia to generate large amounts

of cash for very-short of time.
Pooled efforts also reduce, the over-
head cost of issuing debt, avoid the
difficulty of marketing.relatively small
issues, and of research, manufactur-
ing art3 investment companies a
broader range of institutional partner-
ship possibilities. Smaller and less
wealthy institutions can participate
because they need not have substantial
cash reserves of their own. All institu-
tions benefit from eliminating the origi-
nation cost of the debt instrument.

One of the most, mportant advantages
of collective efforts to acquire equip-

.ment financing is Ate opportunity to
reinvst large cash balances for the
period prior to actual payment for
delivered equipment or payment of
debt service. The proceeds ofdaily
cash management can be used to
reduce the size of the loan or to ac-
quire more equipment, or could accrue
to the managing state authority for
reinvestment until the next acquisition
project is arranged. There are lithita-
fions on the catitrage.rote and period
of investment of bond sale proceeds,

.;but e advantage is not outweighed
ty tthheesse restrictions. The combination
of earnings and eqUity from 'donated
fuids and equipment could, over a
period of time, learpo a self-sustaining
fund for higher education equipment
acquisition, An issuing authority could
hold title to the education equipment
and lease the equipment to the institu-
tions participating in the pool (the
participants would vary from one
issue to anpther). Alternatively, the
authoifty could sell the equipment/to..
institutions, with payments spread
over thirequiprmitnt's average useful
life. e lave or purchase payments
by instittigons tp the authority

. ,
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would constitute a first lien on
operating budget appropriations of
the institution.

1111 FINFIIIISEI ORM,
illrillff ANOINT

In accordance with thicrationale,
Virginia's Council of Higher ,Edycafion .

concluded that the state's colleges
and universities needed such a funding
mechanism to permit sound planning
for financing both replacement and
new equipments

est Virginia's equipment problem illustrates
the speed with which equipment is.
outdated. It dries not in any way indi-
cate funding practices by normal
start rds. In 1984,, for instance, the
legislature added $15 million to fife
higher education budget for equip
ment. In 1985, it added another $.5
million. These sums were over and
above regular appropriations for
equipment purchase, but they do not
keep pace with rate of, obsolescence,
nor do they provide the means to
overcome equipment deficiencies.

The Virginia Council of Higher Educa-
tion has proposed that a Higher Edu-
cation Equipthent Authority be created
to sell an ongoing series° of pooled-

, equipment bond issues and tb manage
their proceeds. The proceeds of the
issues will support institutional equip-
ment requirements selected bit the
Council of Higher Education. The
term and frequency of the issues will
depend upon' the specific needs of the
institutions participating in each /issue.
The size and timing of the issues will
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It
take advantage of market demand
and interest-rate dynamics to achievts.
the lowest posse equipment-acquisi-
tion costs.

The Authority will the equipment
to the participating institutions, and
the lease payments will be supported
by earmarked appropriations spread
over the term of each lease. TheiXa-
thority will be empowered to develop
equity reserves consistent with applica-.
ble federal tax regulations, in the
normal course of managing bond
proceeds and from other sources,
including tax-advantaged deems.
The Aw4wity will also use, at its discre-
tion, letters of credit, bond insurance
and other credit enhancements if they
are cost effeidive. The Authority will
become self-sustaining over time.

In March 1985, the Virginia General
agreed to study the Council's

pro during 1985, and indicated
strong support for creating a Higher
Education Equipment Authority in the
1986 session.

IFIY SIRE RUBY?

The question that remains Why is
this a state issue, rather than an institu-
tional one? There ore several reasons.

1 First, taticlignitude of the funding
'problems threatening higher educe- .

tion is such that only a coordinated .

state strategy will ensure solutions.

1 Second, while well-endowed institu-
. tions can issue debt to finance fixed
and movable capital needs, the
great majority Of colleges and univer-
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sities do not have this capability.
State programs like a Higher kduco-
tion Equipment Authority would
allow all state-supported institutions
to participate. We then are left with
possibly only one group of institutions
that cannot take advantalie of debt
issuance and favorable tax laws: the
unendowed private colleges and
universities. This is a matter of con-
cern, too, and Virginia is examining
ways in which these institutions can
be included without obligation to
the Commonwealth.

Third, all but the wealthiest universi-
ties Will find ongoing debt issues tea
expansive unless there is a vehicle

mks

such as an equipment authority. The
cost of going to the market to issue
bonds is very high for individual
institutions, but a pooled-equipment
issue can reduce costs markedly and
make an issue feasible.

I finally, the
general public
issuance of

of higher ed

can assure both the
investors that the

is a prudent, fiscally
to meet the needs

when funds are
limited. In addition, states"can pro-
vide or develop expert technical
assistance on legal and financial
matters, which is otherwise available
to colleges and universities only a
higher prices.

a
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Note: The structure deicribed in the
knowing pages was designed within
the context of a particular institu-
tional frametvork. It isfthstrefore only
exemplary for other ifhlans and.
should not be instituted witpsk;
advice of counsel.

Copyright 1984 Dow, Lohnes & Albert-
son, 1255 23rd Street, N.W., Washing-
ton, D. C.. 20037
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This chart represents the relationships
between the various entities. Within
the dashed rectangle are the existing
university structures: the university
itself, the research foundatibmond the
university foundation. The university
and the research foundation are statu-
torily linked; hence the dotted connec-
tion.

The Foundation is the sole stockholder
of a new for-profit entity, the university

a

lr
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health sciences research and develop-
ment corporation, and appoints its
entire board of directors. The R 8 D
corporation is either a general partner
or majority stockholder in one or more
for-profit co-partners or minority share-
holders in a Ventura. Passive investors
are liMited partners or f;referred (non-
equity) stockholders, while the debt
financing provides capital. The re-
search and development corporation
also controls a venture capital hind,
whose purpose is to provide a vehicle
for financing the start up costs of the
ventures.
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This chart represents the flow of patent
and other rights created out of the
worl of faculty and researchers of the
universit*. By state law the rights to
such work are assigned to the research
founthation. The research foundation
exercises its discretionary power to-
assign the rights to the urtiversity fdurs-
dation, with such limitations and re-
quirements as it may deem appropri-

ate. The university foundation assigns
the rights, carrying with them the
research foundation limitations as well
as any it may add, to the .R D corpo-
ration, which in turn assigns them,
with all the Bmitations, to the appropri-
ate venture. The venture may license
the riffs to a pruner), commercial
participant or to other cornmeicks1
interests for commercial exploitation,
provided that any such license carries
with it aft restrictions and &Mations

by tbe research foundation,
foundation and the R & D

corporation.
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This chart describes the flow of re-
sources that would accompany the
establishment of a venture capital
mechanism. Two alternative routes are
shown. The line from passive investors

62

r

r

shows venture capital flowing to the
venture capital fund, which capitalizes
a venture established by the R & D
corporation. Contributed funds May
alse§.1qe used by the university founda-
tion 16 provide start up funds that the
R & D corporation would use to capi-
talize new ventures:
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This chart describes-the flow of funds.
arising -out of the implementation of a
Venture. Working capital (investment
income) flows to the venture from the
primary commercial participant, pas-
sive investors and debt financing. The
venture in turn contracts with the uni-
versity for the conduct of

sresearch,within existing gtricicneMedfor
such activities, including the payment
of appropriate indirect costs. The ven-
ture also uses the working capital to

-A*

acquire the instrumentation and facili-
ties necessary to carry out the research
that will be performed by university
researchers under the sponsored re-
search . Administrative
support the venture is provided by
the R & D corporation and the R & D
corporation may in turn contract with
the university foundation for manage-
ment services. The venture may also
contract with other outside sources for
supplies and services not available
through the university.

(The venture capital fund and the
donor are omitted from this chart for
the sake of simplicity'.)

ar
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This chart represents the flow of funds
when a venture is successful in the
commercial exploitation of a discovery.
The venture receives royalties and
license fees from the primary commer-
cial participant and any other commer-
cial interests to whom it has licensed
the development. It services the interest
and principal of nny debt it has in-
curred, repays (and in all probability
buys out) the passive investors, returns
the venture capital provided by the
venture capital fund (Which in turn-
uses these funds to capitalize other
ventures established by the R & D
corporation), and distributes remaining'
profits to either the R & D corporation
or to the research foundation, depend-
ing upon the terms of the initial rights
assignment. The flow of profits to the
R & D corporation may be in the form

67
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of dividends or distributions, it maybe
on a royalty basis, or both, while the
payments to the research foundation
would be in the- of royalties. The
primary may
also receive income m the profits,
either as dividends or
based on its initial

The profits received by R & D cor-
poration would be to the uni-
varsity foundation in the of
royaltiis contributions (to e tax
liability) and dividends. The ndation
would either pass the profits
to the university or to the
foundation, depending upon
of the original assignment agreein
with the research foundation.

Profits could also be distributed to
one or more rdsearchers in accordonc
with university policies and agreements
entered into *hymen the researchers
and the R & D corporation, foundation .

or the university.
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